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The foundation of most sports organizations is the Constitution, 
often referred to as the rules or the Statutes. The IpC Handbook 
is the rulebook for the IpC. There are many references to the 
NpCs in the IpC Handbook, and one indicates that each NpC 
must have its own Constitution. 

For some countries, in order for gov-
ernments to support and recognize 
sport, a sports law is passed that 
provides the baseline for both gov-
ernmental and non-governmental 
agencies and organizations. it deter-
mines how sport is administered. 
in such countries, it is important 
for sports administrators to under-
stand the sports law and how it 
affects them. 

the constitution sets out the aims 
and objectives of the organization, 
and spells out how it should conduct 
its business.

By and large, the constitution can 
prescribe how the members of the 
organization wish it to be organized. 
once determined and enshrined in 
the constitution, the rules must be 
followed. they can only be changed 
in a predetermined manner, which is 
defined in the constitution. the sta-
bility of the organization depends on 
people “not being able to move the 
goal posts during the match”.

Below is a sample constitution for 
national sports governing body. 

the terms suggested can be changed 
or modified to better suit particular 
wishes or circumstances. Further 
advice should be obtained from a 
legal specialist(s) in your country. the 
iPc membership department at the 
iPc Headquarters in Bonn can pro-
vide nPcs with draft guidelines for 
nPc statutes. nPcs should ensure 
that their statutes comply with the 
iPc rules and national Federations 
should refer to their respective iF. 

Guidelines for NpC Constitutions

the following document contains a 
combination of suggestions and man-
datory elements nPc’s should include 
in their constitutions. the sections 
included in this document are com-
mon sections in nPc constitutions. 

general suggestions are not manda-
tory items to include in the consitution 
but are items very often included. 
mandatory items describe content 
that should be included in the nPc’s 
constitution and recommended text 
provides specific sentences to include 
in the constitution that address the 
mandatory items in each section.

1. Preamble
the preamble provides an introduction to the organization.

general 
suggestions

the preamble can include the following items related to 
the nPc:

•	 mission
•	 vision
•	 emblem (needs iPc approval)
•	 motto
•	 symbol
•	 History of the nPc
•	 How the nPc was created

mandatory description of the emblem of the nPc.

reference to iPc rules and regulations.

recommended 
text

the nPc is an organization registered as an autonomous 
organization with activities linked to the promotion of 
Paralympic sport and a constitution which is in compliance 
with the vision, aims, objects, purposes and goals consis-
tent with the iPc constitution.

the constitution of the nPc of [insert name] shall, at all 
times, be in accordance with the iPc constitution and refer 
directly to the iPc constitution. if there is any doubt as to 
the implication or the interpretation of the constitution of 
the nPc of [insert country], or if there is a contradiction 
between the nPc constitution and the iPc constitution, 
the iPc consititution takes precendence.

2. name and registration
this section describes the official name of the organization and its registration 
as a legal entity.

mandatory •	 include the name of the organization (iPc Bylaws 
2.1. and 3.6, more information available at www.
paralympic.org)

•	 state that the nPc is registered as an autonomous 
organization with activities linked to Paralympic sport

general 
suggestions

•	 Where the organization is registered

•	 the nPc’s government registration number
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recommended 
text

the name of the organization is the “national Paralympic 
committee of [insert exact name as it appears on the 
registration]”.

the seat of the organization is in [insert city, country].

the nPc is registered  at [insert name of authority] as 
an autonomous organization with activities linked to the 
promotion of Paralympic sport, under the number [insert 
number].

the business year shall be the calendar year.

3. objects
this section describes the responsibilities of the organization. 

general 
suggestions

all objects included in the nPcs constitution shall be in 
compliance with the vision, aims, objects, purposes and 
goals included in the iPc constitution.

mandatory it is mandatory to include the following:

nPc shall act as the sole representative of athletes with a 
disability in the country or territory. 

nPc has the right to represent the country in the iPc

nPc is recognized for above statements by the respective 
national sports council (or similar highest authority in the 
country).

nPc is responsible for coordinating the entry of athletes 
from all disability groups in the Paralympic games and iPc 
sanctioned competitions.

nPc is responsible for overseeing the management of 
team preparation for the Paralympic games and other iPc 
sanctioned competitions.

nPc is responsible for the athletes’ welfare and conduct at 
major competitions.

nPc is responsible to promote the effective development 
of sport for athletes with a disability in the country.

nPc is responsible for implementing the iPc rules and 
regulations including:

•	 nPc has a democratic structure that gives 
democratic rights to its members for the governance 
and management of the organization

•	 nPc ensures there is no discrimination on the grounds 
of political, religious, economic, disability, gender, sexual 
orientation, or race reasons

•	 nPc promotes and guarantee the implementation of 
the World-anti-doping code

•	 nPc observes the iPc marketing rights and protects 
all categories of sponsors of the iPc’s international 
Programme

•	 nPc promotes the principles outlined in the iPc code 
of ethics

recommended 
text

the nPc shall act as the sole representative of athletes 
with a disability in the country or territory with the right to 
represent the country in the iPc and is recognized as such 
by the respective national sports council or the highest 
equivalent authority in the country.

the nPc undertakes the co-ordination within the respec-
tive country to enter athletes from all disability groups in the 
Paralympic games and other iPc sanctioned competitions. 

the nPc observes the management and team preparation 
for the Paralympic games and other iPc sanctioned com-
petitions and is responsible for the athletes’ welfare and 
conduct.

the nPc promotes the effective development of sports 
for athletes with a disability in the country.

the nPc shall implement the iPc rules and regulations in 
the country and shall in particular be responsible for the 
compliance of the following obligations:

1) the nPc shall implement a democratic structure 
that gives democratic rights to its members for the 
governance and management of the organization.

2) the nPc shall ensure there is no discrimination on the 
grounds of political, religious, economic, disability, gender, 
sexual orientation or race reasons. in particular, there shall 
be no discrimination between athletes from the different 
disability groups and subject to qualifying for the selection 
of the Paralympic games or other iPc competitions. 
all athletes shall be granted equal rights. 

3) the nPc shall promote and guarantee the 
implementation of the World anti-doping code in the 
respective country.

4) the nPc shall observe the iPc marketing rights in the 
country and shall protect all categories of sponsors of 
the international Programme, which are published by 
the iPc.

5) the nPc shall promote the principles outlined in the 
iPc code of ethics in the respective country. 
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members shall have the right to:

•	 vote and be heard at meeting of the members;

•	 nominate candidates for the appropriate nPc Bodies;

•	 submit motion and be heard;

•	 Participate in all nPc activities, subject to meeting 
eligibility criteria of the respective activity

members shall have the obligation to:

•	 Participate in the development of the nPc’s vision 
and mission statement and general directions;

•	 Pay the annual membership fee according to the 
policy establishes at the nPc general assembly;

•	 abide by all the bylaws, codes, rules and regulations 
and all the nPc decisions;

5. termination/suspension of membership
this section explains why an organization that is a member of the nPc can 
have its membership terminated or suspended and how. 

general  
suggestions

mandatory state how and by whom membership can be terminated/
suspended

recommended 
text

5.1 membership in the nPc shall terminate: 

5.1.1 if a member withdraws its membership by 
delivering to the Board its written notice of 
withdrawal of membership. the resignation 
shall take effect at the time of such delivery, 
unless a later date is specified in the 
resignation; 

5.1.2 automatically upon the dissolution of the 
member’s organization; 

5.1.3 automatically upon the general assembly 
deeming with the simple majority of votes 
of delegates present and voting that a 
member no longer meets the requirements 
for membership as outlined in articles [insert 
article number] and [insert article number].

5.1.4 automatically upon there being passed, 
at a meeting of members at the general 
assembly, by at least two-thirds (2/3) of the 
votes cast on the question, a resolution that 
such member’s membership be revoked. 
revocation premises a good cause which 
shall in particular and without limitation be 
given if a member seriously prejudices the 
interests of the organization or if the member 
is in breach of the nPc constitution, Bylaws, 
codes, rules and regulations. Prior to any 
vote on revocation, a member shall have the 
right to be heard. 

4. membership
this section provides specific details on the organizations that are members 
of the nPc and what it means to be a member. 

general 
suggestions

it is recommended that the general assembly is the body 
that approves new membership applications.

it is suggested that the nPc include as members national 
sport federations affiliated to the iF (international 
Federation) and/or an iosd (international organization of 
sport for the disabled) governing sports on the Paralympic 
Programme

mandatory state how and by whom new membership applications are 
approved

state the rights of the members including:

•	 vote and be heard at meetings of the members (e.g. 
general assembly)

•	 nominate candidates for elections to the Board and 
other committees

•	 submit motion(s)

•	 Participate in the nPc’s activities

state obligations of the members:

•	 Participate in the development of the nPc’s vision 
and mission

•	 Pay the annual membership fee

•	 abide by the constitution, bylaws, codes, rules and 
regulations

the nPc may include as members:

•	 multi-sport groups and other sport-oriented clubs and 
organizations practicing sports governed by the iPc

•	 other national sport federations that are not included 
in the Paralympic Programme

recommended 
text

the assembly of the nPc members is the governing body 
of the nPc responsible for defining the vision and general 
direction of the nPc. the following can be members of the 
nPc:

•	 national sport federations affiliated to the iF 
(international Federation) and/or an iosd (international 
organization of sport for the disabled) governing 
sports on the Paralympic Programme;

•	 multi-sport groups and other sport-oriented clubs and 
organizations practicing sports governed by the iPc;

•	 other national sport federations that are not included 
in the Paralympic Programme;

•	 the general assembly shall decide on admission to 
membership.
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•	 that the general assembly should adopt bylaws* 
outlining the following:

 - How far in advance the members have to be 
informed about the date of the next general 
assembly

 - Who chairs the meetings of the general assembly

 - Who is responsible for the agenda for the meeting 
minutes have to be taken and sent to all members 
and the iPc

 - minutes should be signed by the author/notetaker 
and the President or secretary general of the 
nPc

 - timeline for submitting motions

•	 extraordinary general assemblies (ega) **

 - How often ega can take place

 - under what circumstances can an ega be called

 - Who is responsible for the agenda for an ga

 - How far in advance does it have to be announced 
(minimum of 6 weeks is recommended)

* a bylaw is a regulation passed by a governing Board, 
which derives its authority from the general assembly.

** general assembly called for a special reason in between 
the regularly scheduled general assemblies.

recommended 
text

6.1 the general assembly is the official gathering of 
the nPc members. it shall be competent to pass a 
resolution if at least one-third (1/3) of the members 
with voting rights are present. should the number not 
be reached, a new assembly may be called which 
shall be competent to make decisions regardless of 
the number of members present. it is permitted to 
combine written notice of an assembly which shall 
be competent to make decisions in every case with 
the written notice of an ordinary general assembly. 
a general assembly shall be held at least every two 
years, at a time, place and date determined by the 
Board, for the purpose of:

6.1.1 Hearing and receiving the reports of the 
Board 

6.1.2 receiving and approving the minutes of the 
previous general assembly; 

6.1.3 electing the Board members (every 2nd 
general assembly after summer Paralympic 
games); 

6.1.4 approving the budget and the membership 
fee policy;

6.1.5 considering and approving the policy and 
procedures for nomination and election of 
Board members;

5.2 a member may be suspended for following reasons: 

5.2.1 Failure to pay the annual membership fee as 
determined at the general assembly, unless 
otherwise decided by the governing Board; 
or 

5.2.2 not fulfilling the conditions for membership 
and not complying with the obligations of 
members, as defined in the bylaws.

5.3 membership in the iPc may be suspended by the 
Board. should such suspension be likely to exceed 
four (4) consecutive years, the governing Board shall 
bring forth a recommendation to the appropriate 
general assembly for either continued suspension 
or termination of membership. 

5.4 Before a member is suspended, the member shall 
have the right to be heard either in person or in 
writing by the Board. 

5.5 the Board shall inform the general assembly of all 
suspensions in progress. 

5.6 a member under suspension loses all rights and 
privileges of membership. in particular, a member 
shall not be entitled to be heard, except with 
respect to their suspension, or vote at meetings of 
members, and/or enter athletes in competitions, and/
or participate in nPc activities.

6. general assembly
this section defines what the general assembly, as well as its roles and 
responsibilities. 

general 
suggestions

mandatory the following must be included:

•	 How often the general assembly is held (it is 
recommended to meet once a year)

•	 Who has voting rights

•	 Who has speaking rights

•	 Who is only allowed to attend

•	 What is the quorum (quorum = minimal number of 
members of the organization, usually a majority, who 
must be present for valid transaction of business)

•	 How and when elections should be held

•	 that the general assembly is responsible to adopt 
the national membership fee policy (if nPc decided to 
collect membership fee) 
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mandatory the following must be included:

•	 role of the Board

•	 Position on the Board

•	 How long is the term of office for a boardmember

•	 How many terms can one person hold a position (e.g. 
can he/she be re-elected for a next term of office, and 
if so, are there any limitations to the number of terms)

the general assembly is responsible for adopting the 
bylaws outlining the nomination and election procedures for 
the board.

recommended 
text

7.1 the governing Board is the representative of the 
nPc membership, elected at the general assembly 
in accordance with nomination and election 
procedures adopted by the nPc membership at 
the general assembly. the governing Board shall 
comprise the following positions: 

 one (1) President 
 one (1) vice President 
 one (1) secretary general
 one (1) treasurer
 one (1) athletes’ representative
 [insert number] members at large 

7.2 the following applies to the positions: 

7.2.1 the term of office shall normally be four 
(4) years. the Board shall, however, remain 
in office provisionally until a new Board is 
elected. 

7.2.2 elections for these positions shall occur at the 
general assembly following each Paralympic 
games taking place in summer. 

7.2.3 subject only to article 6.2.4, no individual 
shall serve on the Board for more than 3 
consecutive terms.

7.2.4 if an individual’s election as President follows 
one or more terms on the Board in some 
other capacity, that individual will be entitled, 
if re-elected, to remain as President for three 
(3) terms. 

7.3 nomination and election Procedures are included 
in the bylaws and are submitted to the general 
assembly of the members for approval. 

7.4 the governing Board shall have the full power of 
authority to represent the iPc. in exercising this 
authority, responsibilities of the governing Board 
shall include: 

•	 to interpret the vision set by the membership at 
the general assembly

•	 to approve the nPc Policies

recommended 
text

6.1.6 approving and admitting members to the 
nPc; 

6.1.7 considering and approving the financial 
reports and audited accounts and thereby 
discharge the Bodies of the organization; 

6.1.8 considering and approving the bylaws 
outlining the members’ rights and obligations; 

6.1.9 approving amendment to the nPc 
constitution, which shall require a vote of 
two-thirds (2/3) of the members present; and 

6.1.10 approving the transaction of any other 
business properly brought before the 
meeting. 

6.2 an extraordinary general assembly may be called 
by the nPc President, on request of the Board or 
on demand by at least one-third (1/3) of the total 
number of members. 

6.3 notice of a general assembly shall be given at 
least six (6) months prior to the meeting. the 
agenda needs to be distributed at least six (6) 
weeks prior to the meeting. date as per postmark 
shall be sufficient proof of a timely service.  
motions shall be submitted to the Board in writing 
at least three months before the general assembly. 
minutes shall be drawn up for each general assembly 
and shall be signed by the chairman and the recording 
clerk of the assembly. Procedures to be followed 
at the general assembly and extraordinary general 
assembly shall be outlined in the bylaws. 

6.4 members shall be entitled to one vote at any meeting 
of members of the nPc, including the general 
assembly. a member cannot transfer its vote to 
another member if not represented in person at a 
meeting of the members of the nPc. an individual 
cannot concurrently represent more than one 
member, and as such is restricted to one vote at 
any meeting of the members of the nPc.

7. the Board
this section provides an overview of the members of the governing body and 
their roles and responsibilities. 

general 
suggestions

it is suggested to have the following positions on a board: 
President, vice President, secretary general, treasurer, 
athletes’ representative, member at large
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recommended 
text

accounts and financial reports shall be submitted to the 
governing Board annually and, at its request, at any time. 
the general assembly shall approve the financial reports 
and audited accounts and shall approve the budget as 
decided by the governing Board.

9. amendment to the constitution
this section outlines how an nPc can change its consitution.

general 
suggestions

it is recommended that you need 2/3 of the votes to adopt 
motions. 

mandatory the constitution can only be amended by the general 
assembly.

define the majority for amendments.

recommended 
text

the general assembly shall approve amendments to the 
nPc constitution, which shall require a vote of two-thirds 
(2/3) of the members present.

10. liability
this section explains who is responsible when the nPc has financial issues.

general 
suggestions

state to what extent members of the nPc have to con-
tribute to the payment of debt and liabilities of the nPc if 
accrued (usually it is limited to the amount of the annual 
membership fee, if any).

mandatory

recommended 
text

11. language
this section details the official language of the organization in verbal and writ-
ten communication.

general 
suggestions

specify the primary language for the organization. 

note: Please be reminded that iPc’s official language is 
english, which means communication with the iPc has to 
be in english, even though the nPc’s language might be a 
different one.

mandatory your constitution must be available in both the official lan-
guage of your country and english.

recommended 
text

[insert language] shall be the official language of the [insert 
name of the organization]. the constitution is composed 
both in english and in [insert local language]. the [insert 
local language] version shall govern. 

•	 to ensure that the directions set by the 
membership at the general assembly are 
implemented 

•	 to set the broad goals of the strategic Plan 

•	 to monitor the performance of the delivery of the 
goals 

•	 to appoint a certified auditor. 

7.5 the association is legally represented by the 
President or two members of the Board acting 
jointly, of whom one must be the vice President.

7.6 the governing Board shall have the right to appoint 
a full voting member to the governing Board in the 
event that one of the elected positions falls vacant 
during any term of office. such appointment to 
be ratified by the membership at the next general 
assembly, unless such general assembly falls in an 
election year, at which time the electoral process will 
apply.

7.7 the governing Board may co-opt for a fixed period 
of time, not to exceed the normal electoral cycle, up 
to three (3) individuals who shall serve as members 
without vote.

8. Finances
this section provides an overview of procedures and responsibilities in relation 
to the finances of the nPc. 

general 
suggestions

some items to consider including are:

•	 Where income comes from (e.g. sponsors, membership 
fee)

•	 Where funds are kept
•	 How income is spent
•	 Who is allowed to access funds

mandatory it is mandatory to include:

•	 Who decides on the budget for the nPc
•	 Who approves the accounts and financial reports
•	 Who approves the auditing regulations

recommended 
text

the funds of the nPc shall primarily consist of: 

•	 annual membership fees of members and 

•	 such contributions, legal grants and other income as 
may be received for use by or in connection with the 
nPc activities. 

the funds may be used only within the limits of the objects 
of the constitution. the governing Board shall decide on 
their use within the budgetary limits.
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13. dissolution of the nPc
this section explains the process and requirements needed to terminate the 
existence of the nPc. 

general 
suggestions

it is recommended to include:

•	 What are the reasons for the dissolution of the nPc
•	 What is the procedure 
•	 Who is responsible for making the decision 
•	 What is the majority (50% of the total plus 1) required 

to make the decision of the dissolution (usually 2/3)
•	 What happens with the funds or the assets after the 

dissolution

mandatory

recommended 
text

dissolution may occur by decision of an extraordinary 
general assembly, called specifically for this purpose, by a 
two-thirds (2/3) majority vote of the members present. the 
assembly shall also decide on the manner of liquidation and 
the utilization of the remaining assets.

after dissolution of the association and loss of its current 
object, the assets of the association shall revert to a legal 
person of public law or to another tax-privileged incorpo-
rated body for its use in furtherance and support of sports 
for athletes with disabilities. in any event, the assets of the 
association must be used for tax-privileged purposes after 
its dissolution. decisions on the future use of the assets 
may only be carried out after approval by the tax office.

14. governing law
this section states which country’s laws the nPc must follow. 

general 
suggestions

typically the law of the respective country shall govern the 
nPc and it’s constitution.

mandatory

recommended 
text

the law of [insert name of the country] shall govern the 
[insert name of the organization] and this constitution.

12. management of the organization
this section describes the structure of the management of the day to day 
business affairs of the nPc. details on the management should be included 
in the bylaws. 

general 
suggestions

it is recommended to include:

•	 overview of the nPc management structure 

•	 authorities and limitations of management authorities

•	 details on legal representation

mandatory

recommended 
text
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CHApTer 2: 
governance
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Strategic planning for the 
organization 

the board’s responsibility for strategic 
planning is not to develop a strategy, 
but to ensure that management has 
implemented an appropriate strategic 
planning process. the board’s role is 
to independently challenge manage-
ment’s key assumptions, assess 
whether management’s strategy is 
reasonable in relation to the risks 
involved and the resources required, 
and benefits to be achieved. in short, 
the board approves the strategy, but 
does not create the strategic plan. 

risk Identification and Management

every organization faces a variety of 
potential risks, such as the loss of key 
staff, theft or public liability, decreas-
ing revenues and increasing costs. 
each of these factors could seriously 
damage the organization’s reputation, 
resources or ability to operate. the 
board’s responsibility is to ensure 
that management has implemented 
an effective process to identify, 
minimize where possible, and monitor 
and manage the potential risks the 
organization faces.

Management effectiveness and 
Succession 

it is the board’s responsibility to 
ensure that the right management 
team is in place. the board’s role is 
to question, scrutinize and actively 
monitor management. Board mem-
bers should have the opportunity 
to constructively question, test and 
challenge management’s views and 
proposals. the board should also 
be active in appointing the chief 
executive officer (ceo), monitoring 
his/her performance against speci-
fied goals, and setting the ceo’s 

remuneration. the board also has a 
role in ensuring that positions, both 
elected and appointed, are effec-
tively filled. this involves anticipating 
vacancies, and respecting the views 
of the membership and the needs of 
management.

Communications with Stakeholders 

the board is responsible for determin-
ing the ways in which the organization 
will communicate with its stakehold-
ers, the kind of information that will 
be disclosed, and under which con-
ditions disclosures will be made. the 
board should delegate who in the 
organization it wants to speak pub-
licly on behalf of the organization, 
and perhaps whether the board itself 
will liaise directly with any group of 
stakeholders. 

Internal Control and Management 
Information Systems 

all organizations require controls and 
information systems that enable the 
organization to evaluate operational 
effectiveness and efficiency, compli-
ance with laws and regulations, and 
the reliability of management and 
financial information. the board is 
responsible for ensuring that man-
agement has implemented effective 
internal control systems. 

processes and Information 

Both the board’s mandate and struc-
ture are important. However, without 
the appropriate processes to support 
its activities, the board will not be able 
to back its words up with action. the 
board must be able to operate effec-
tively, which requires it to establish 
and maintain appropriate systems 
and practices.

a. introduction

In democratic systems, the membership of an organization is 
the ultimate authority. They often delegate certain, but not all, 
responsibilities to a board (for example, elections are held by the 
membership, not by the board). The board undertakes certain 
tasks, but it may delegate certain responsibilities to an executive 
committee. 

the board or executive committee 
may also appoint other committees 
to undertake certain studies or func-
tions. these may be permanent or 
“standing” because of the on-going 
nature of their responsibilities, or they 
may be “ad hoc” or temporary. in 
either case, these committees would 
report to the higher authority of the 
executive committee if appointed by 
them or the board if they are com-
mittees of the board. For example, 
a marketing committee may report 
to the executive committee, while an 
audit committee or a nominating com-
mittee would report to the board.

there is a difference between gov-
ernance of an organization and 
management of it. in general, the mem-
bership and its board are responsible 
for governance. the president, the 
executive committee, the staff and 
operational committees contribute to 
management.

B. role of the Board

often, a board’s role and activities 
fall into these five distinct areas:

1. responsibilities and mandate,

2. structure and organization,

3. Processes and information,

4. Performance assessment and 
accountability,

5. organizational culture.

the ordering of these elements is not 
intended to imply a sequential con-
nection between them; there are no 
starting and finishing points. instead, 
these elements comprise an interac-
tive, interconnected system.

responsibilities and Mandate

the board’s primary role is stew-
ardship – to oversee management 
and ensure that the organization’s 
affairs are being conducted in a 
way that achieves the organization’s 
objectives.

there are five key responsibilities 
included in the mandate of boards:

•	 strategic planning for the 
organization,

•	 risk identification and 
management,

•	 management effectiveness and 
succession,

•	 communications with 
stakeholders,

•	 internal control and management 
information systems.

boards with operational 
responsibilities

in some organizations, individual 
board members take on operational 
tasks, such as serving in a manage-
ment capacity (for example, a board 
member who is a qualified accountant 
or banker may serve as the organiza-
tion’s treasurer). 
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performance Assessment

governance guidelines recommend 
that the board, its committees and 
individual board members be peri-
odically assessed in terms of their 
effectiveness in carrying out the 
board’s responsibilities.

public Accountability and Liability

the responsibilities of board mem-
bers include:

•	 acting in good faith and in 
the best interests of the 
organization,

•	 avoiding conflicts of interest,

•	 Being diligent with regard to 
board meetings and obtaining 
information,

•	 Being confident in the ceo’s 
integrity and ability,

•	 ensuring financial accountability 
and prudence.

organizational Culture

the culture of the organization and 
its board are often intertwined – the 
culture of one usually affects the 
other – and together, they can have 
an impact on the effectiveness of 
both the organization and its board. 
culture can also affect the quality of 
governance.

organizations that value open com-
munication, commitment to the 
organization, accountability for 
actions and results, respect for indi-
viduals’ rights and privacy, etc., have 
a culture that is especially supportive 
of good governance. that is because 
good governance really only exists in 
an environment where board mem-
bers do not feel inhibited to openly 
ask questions, confront issues and 
say “no” in a constructive manner 
when necessary. often, the test 
comes in times of stress; when things 
go wrong, does the culture allow the 
problem to be fixed rather than con-
centrating on assigning blame?

Boards and senior management set 
the “tone at the top”. their behav-
iour has a pervasive effect on the 
organization as a whole, and upon 
its stakeholders’ perceptions of it. 
For example, is the board seen to be 
open, up-front and honest in its deal-
ings with its own members, and with 
others in the organization? do individ-
ual board members share a sense of 
accountability to other members of 
the board, and to the organization’s 
stakeholders? do the board and man-
agement stress the importance of the 
organization’s values and live up to 
the organization’s codes of conduct 
in their behaviour and actions?

c. role of committees

committees may be appointed by the 
board or the executive committee, 
and they report to the authority that 
appointed them. the structure and 
mandates of the board and each of its 
committees should be documented, 
to help ensure that board members 
and management clearly understand 
the board’s role.

executive Committee

in addition to a board, larger orga-
nizations may have an executive 
committee that acts on behalf of the 
board between board meetings.

the executive committee may:

•	 Be limited in some of its powers 
because certain issues may 
require a review and a decision 
by the full board,

•	 Help management review 
issues, and prepare them for 
presentation to the full board,

•	 develop and recommend 
policies, which are subject to 
ratification by the board,

•	 receive reports from and 
provide policy direction to the 
president and ceo between 
meetings of the board,

•	 co-ordinate the priorities and 
activities of the board, the 
president, the ceo and board 
committees (provided that 
such committees shall not be 
accountable directly to the 
board).

Audit Committee

organizations can also benefit from 
an audit committee of three or 
more independent board members, 
who have experience in financial 
reporting. 

the audit committee may:

•	 Help to ensure that the audit is 
conducted in an efficient and 
cost-effective manner,

•	 oversee the organization’s 
financial systems and internal 
controls,

•	 recommend that the board 
approve the organization’s 
annual financial statements,

•	 recommend the appointment 
of an external auditor, and an 
appropriate fee for him/her.

Finance Committee

the finance committee may:

•	 assess whether funds are or will 
be available to meet expenditure 
commitments,

•	 assess the effectiveness of 
budgeting, financial control and 
financial reporting procedures, 

•	 review and make 
recommendations with respect 
to all of the organization’s 
proposed contracts, 

•	 approve, review and make 
recommendations on 
expenditures or commitments 

beyond the approved limits of 
the ceo and the chairman of 
this committee,

•	 review and monitor financial 
statements and budgets,

•	 recommend policies and 
procedures to avoid and deal 
with conflicts of interest, monitor 
compliance with conflict of 
interest policies and procedures, 
investigate any specific cases 
involving an allegation or question 
of conflict of interest and report 
the committee’s findings to 
the board (in some structures 
this responsibility is given to 
a separate ethics and/or legal 
committee),

•	 report at regular intervals to 
the board on the organization’s 
financial condition and on the 
deliberations of the committee.

Marketing Committee

the marketing committee may:

•	 review and approve the 
organization’s marketing, 
advertising and promotional 
plans,

•	 review the performance of the 
organization’s marketing agent(s) 
on an ongoing basis,

•	 review all proposed 
marketing contracts and make 
recommendations,

•	 review the organization’s 
non-commercial fundraising 
plans and activities and make 
recommendations,

•	 assess the effectiveness and 
adequacy of the organization’s 
marketing resources and make 
recommendations regarding 
resources as required, 

•	 assist the organization’s 
marketing agent(s) as 
required, including assisting 
in presentations, generating 
contacts, and other activities.
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Team Selection Committee

the team selection committee may:

•	 Propose the principles upon 
which team selection will be 
based,

•	 recommend specific criteria for 
team selection,

•	 recommend the process and 
time-lines for the selection 
process,

•	 set country-specific selection 
criteria based on sports-
specific international qualifying 
benchmarks,

•	 establish with each national sport 
organization the selection criteria 
in written form for its respective 
sport two years before the 
games,

•	 verify the achievement of the 
criteria by athletes nominated by 
national sport organizations,

•	 consider applications on behalf 
of athletes not meeting the 
criteria,

•	 recommend athletes that should 
be selected to the executive 
committee or board, 

•	 Provide advice, information and 
recommendations to the board 
on appeals by national sport 
organizations. 

d. role of the President

the president is responsible for:

•	 officially representing the 
organization and in most 
countries also the legal 
representative

•	 elected by the governing Board

•	 opening the meeting,

•	 getting through the agenda,

•	 giving people the opportunity to 
put forth their views,

•	 seeing that decisions are made 
and agreed on,

•	 conducting votes on resolutions,

•	 upholding the rules and 
constitution.

two points:

•	 the chairperson is neutral,

•	 the chairperson is in charge.

to control meetings, the president 
should know that:

•	 there should be a formal 
meeting procedure,

•	 there is skill in selecting 
speakers,

•	 it is important to keep a good 
tone,

•	 speakers should be encouraged 
to be short and to the point,

•	 the importance of making 
decisions cannot be 
overestimated.

the wider responsibilities of the 
president include:

•	 acting on behalf of the 
organization between meetings,

•	 ensuring the organization moves 
forward by pursuing decisions 
made in meetings,

•	 representing the organizations’ 
views to outside groups, 
agencies and individuals,

•	 resolving conflicts or clarifying 
issues in preparation for 
meetings,

•	 Providing leadership, 
direction, planning strategy 
and thoughtfulness to the 
association.

image credit:  lieven coudenys
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e. role of the secretary

in general, the secretary is responsible 
for the preparation of meetings, agen-
das, minutes, and for administration.

in addition, the secretary should 
know:

•	 What is happening in the 
organization,

•	 What decisions are needed and 
by what time,

•	 the most effective order to 
place items on the agenda,

•	 the timing of the agenda.

depending on whether the secretary 
is part-time or full-time, paid or unpaid, 
there will be a significant difference 
in his/her responsibilities.

F. role of the treasurer

the treasurer is responsible for 
keeping the accounts and establish-
ing appropriate financial procedures. 
the treasurer should co-operate fully 
with the audit committee, the finance 
committee, the auditors or others 
concerned with financial controls, 
procedures or reporting.

He/she should:

•	 Be honest;

•	 Have the ability to keep straight, 
clear records and accounts;

•	 Be familiar with money at 
the level of the association’s 
dealings;

•	 Be skilled in financial 
management;

•	 Be committed to the aims and 
objectives of the association.

at meetings he/she is required to:

•	 Present financial reports and 
accounts,

•	 submit estimates of expenditure 
for approval,

•	 make comments on the financial 
viability of projects.

annually, he/she is required to:

•	 Present the annual accounts 
in draft to the executive 
committee,

•	 Forward the accounts from 
the executive committee to the 
auditors,

•	 Present the audited accounts to 
the annual general meeting for 
approval.

g. conflict of interest

From time to time, there is contro-
versy in sport, as in other professions 
and activities in life, over conflict of 
interest. organizations should have 
policies on this matter, to govern the 
conduct of employees, officers and 
members of the organization. 

the iPc code of ethics may be used 
as a reference document. in addi-
tion, some key principles are outlined 
below:

members and employees of an orga-
nization will not heed to any influence 
that could conflict with the best 
interests of the organization, or preju-
dice the organization’s reputation. 
disclosure in writing is required by 
anyone employed by, performing ser-
vices for, or with, a financial interest 
in any business enterprise doing busi-
ness with, or seeking to do business 
with, the organization.

members and employees will not, 
without prior approval:

a) engage in any business, 
transaction, financial interest or 
personal action which:

i) is incompatible, interferes or 
appears to interfere with the 
duties and responsibilities of 
their position,

ii) is detrimental to the 
organization’s purpose,

iii) provides the person with an 
advantage or appearance 
of advantage derived from 
association with the organization,

b) Place themselves or their 
relatives in a position where 
they may profit, gain or in any 
way benefit from special favour 
or special consideration by 
virtue of employment with the 
organization,

c) Place themselves in a position 
where they are under obligation 
to any person or organization 
that might benefit from special 
favour, consideration or 
preferential treatment on 
their part,

d) accord any preferential 
treatment to relatives or friends 
in the performance of official 
duties, or to organizations in 
which friends or relative have an 
interest, financial or otherwise,

e) Place themselves in a position 
where they could derive direct 
or indirect benefits or interest 
from any contracts or services 
that the employee can influence,

f)  Benefit in any way from the use 
of information acquired during 
the course of official duties and 
which is not generally available 
to the public,

g) use property, equipment, 
supplies, services or any material 
of consequence for activities of 
a personal nature not associated 
with the discharge of official 
duties,

h) accept gifts, hospitality or enter-
tainment that could reasonably 
be construed as being given for 
favour, special consideration or 
anticipation or recognition of 
special consideration.

Whenever an employee feels he/she 
could be in a conflict of interest posi-
tion as described in this policy, the 
employee will inform his/her supervi-
sor or designate, and will abide by the 
advice given.

contravention of these principles of 
conduct and/or engaging in conflict 
of interest practices may be consid-
ered as cause for disciplinary action, 
including dismissal.
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CHApTer 3: 
assemBlies and meetings
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d. conducting a meeting

general

•	 meetings must be properly 
conducted and, therefore, “rules 
of order” should be applied. 
this is very important where 
contentious issues are being 
discussed, or in large meetings.

•	 in smaller, friendly, meetings, 
a less formal procedure may 
prevail.

rules of order for the conduct of a 
general assembly

•	 For formal meetings of the 
organization’s members, 
it is important that voting 
delegates be well informed 
of the procedures, rules and 
regulations under which the 
general assembly is conducted.

•	 the iPc standing order 2, 
entitled “the administrative 
Procedures to be followed prior 
to the iPc general assemblies”, 
outlines the administrative rules 
and regulations to be followed 
prior to general assemblies. 

rules of order for the conduct 
of the organization’s committee 
meetings

•	 For meetings of the various 
committees within the 
organization’s structure, it is 
strongly advised to apply an 
agreed upon set of rules and 
regulations to establish a meeting 
environment that is consistent 
and with which those attending 
become familiar over time,

•	 the iPc standing order 3 is 
designed to help chairpersons 
conduct the iPc committee 
meetings and, in particular, chair 
such meetings. 

The IpC Standing orders are part of 
the IpC Handbook Section II, which 
is to be found on the IpC website 
http://www.paralympic.org/IpC/IpC
_Handbook/Section_2/index.html 

e. tips for good meetings

1. Have a definite reason for every 
meeting,

2. Question every item on the 
agenda before calling the 
meeting and ask if the items 
could be handled without a 
meeting,

3. limit attendance at meetings 
to those concerned with the 
topics on the agenda because 
the larger the crowd, the more 
discussion and the longer the 
meeting,

4. Be sure participants know 
the purpose of the meeting in 
advance so they can prepare 
for it and bring relevant 
materials with them,

5. choose a meeting place where 
there will be few interruptions 
and that has a pleasant, 
comfortable atmosphere,

6. Plan ahead for all equipment 
that will be needed in the 
meeting room, such as audio-
visual equipment, flip charts, 
projector, screen, chalk board, 
chalk, markers, pencils, paper, 
tape recorder, chairs, and so on,

7. arrange tables and chairs so 
that all participants can see 
each other,

8. ensure the meeting is effectively 
conducted,

9. Begin on time even if there 
are late arrivals. discourage 
tardiness by having the minutes 
of the meeting show not only 
those present and those absent, 
but also those who arrived late,

10. set up a time limit for each topic 
on the agenda and stick to it,

11. Have the recorder sit where 
the faces of all participants are 
visible.

a. introduction

The NpC Constitution spells out that the organization shall be 
democratically run. This ideal is evident at each assembly/meet-
ing, where discussion takes place and decisions are made by the 
members of the NpC in accordance with the respective organi-
zation’s structure.

The members must be notified of the meeting in due time by 
means of a “Notice of Meeting” and this notice should also indi-
cate the items to be discussed at the meeting i.e., the agenda.

B. notice of meeting

the membership needs to be notified 
of a meeting well in advance so it can 
prepare appropriately and ensure it 
is able to attend. the notice should 
include all pertinent particulars, includ-
ing purpose, date, time, place, and 
agenda. it should be distributed by 
the secretary of the organization or 
another authorized individual.

c. the agenda

the items and their order that are 
often considered for an agenda are:

 1. call to order and roll call: 
the official start of the meeting 
must be announced and the 
attendance of the members 
present must be recorded.

2. the adoption of the agenda:  
the agenda as circulated and 
any additional items proposed 
must be approved by the 
meeting.

3. the minutes of the Previous 
meeting

3.1 the adoption of the minutes: 
the minutes of the previous 
meeting must be ratified by the 
meeting as a correct version 
of what took place. any 
amendments must be agreed 
upon, the minutes in the minutes 
book amended, and a note of 
the amendments made in the 
minutes included in the present 
meeting’s minutes.

3.2 Business arising: any 
matters arising from the minutes 
of the previous meeting can 
be raised at this point in the 
proceedings. any actions arising 
from decisions made at the 
previous meeting should be 
reported.

4. treasurer’s report: the report 
should be received from the 
treasurer.

5. secretary’s report: a report 
should be received from the 
secretary that includes approval 
of work done between meetings.

6. Business: all matters that will be 
discussed should be identified. 
if any papers relating to the item 
are enclosed with the agenda, 
they should be marked (“item X”) 
so that they will correspond to a 
particular agenda item.

7. other Business: this is when 
other items, not listed on the 
agenda, can be raised, usually at 
the discretion of the chair.

8. the date of the next meeting: 
if the committee does not have 
preset dates for its meetings 
(e.g., the first monday in each 
month), it is important to 
ask members when it will be 
convenient to hold the next 
meeting. this will often avoid 
inconveniencing everyone 
concerned.

9. adjournment.
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event: 25th meeting of the commission on international relations

date: Wednesday, 13 may 2009

place: lisbon, Portugal

participants name           Position (initials)

ms. a. Wolff chairperson a.W. 
mr. P. Burck treasurer P.B. 
ms. c. Klint secretary general c.K.

ms P. smith member P.s.

mr. W. Holth member W.H.

mr. s. Priem member s.P.

purpose of 
the Meeting

to discuss the organization’s relations with the iPc 
and other international bodies.

executive 
Summary/ 
Main 
outcomes

•	 Budget agreed upon,

•	 representation and motion to the iPc general 
assembly agreed to,

•	 networking initiative supported.

AGeNdA

event: 25th meeting of the commission on international relations

date: Wednesday, 13 may 2009

place: lisbon, Portugal

1. opening
1.1 Welcome
1.2 roll call
1.3 adoption of agenda

2. Issues Arising from previous Meetings
2.1  adoption minutes of Previous meetings
2.2  status of the action list

3. Finances 
3.1  Budget
3.2  membership Fees

4. Matters for discussion 
4.1  representation at the 2009 general assembly of the iPc
4.2  motions to the iPc
4.3 networking with other nPcs

5. other business
6. Next Meeting
7. Adjournment

F. minutes of meetings

1. the minutes of meetings are 
important documents and as 
such, should be taken seriously. 
remember:

•	 if they are recorded properly, 
they are an authenticated 
record of the proceeding,

•	 they form the basis for any 
actions arising from decisions 
taken at the meeting,

•	 they are important points of 
reference for an organization,

•	 they form an important 
historical and archival record of 
the organization.

2. the minutes of meetings should 
include:

•	 a heading with the date, place 
and title of the organization and 
committee,

•	 a list of those present,

•	 a list of those who could not 
attend,

•	 a ratification of previous 
minutes with any amendments 
properly recorded,

•	 a record of matters arising at 
the meeting,

•	 the items discussed in the order 
they were discussed,

•	 the date of next meeting,

•	 an identification of action items.

3. there are many ways to write 
minutes:

a) sometimes only the briefest 
outline of the subject matter 
is included along with the 
decisions taken, and actions 
required,

b) other times, everything that 
was said is recorded almost 
verbatim.

the problem with a) is that if the min-
utes are referred to sometime later, 
there is often insufficient detail to 
allow proper recall of the proceed-
ings. the problem with b) is that it is 
difficult to record accurately what 
was said. summarizing a person’s 
speech can lead to inaccuracies.

there is a compromise between a) 
and b), which is adopted by many 
organizations that involves summariz-
ing discussions only when they are 
relevant to explain a decision and/or 
action item.

4. note taking: it is very important 
to encourage all members to 
take their own notes on each 
important item discussed.

5. review by the chairperson of 
the meeting: the person who 
chaired the meeting shall review 
the draft minutes and approve 
them prior to circulation. once 
approved by the chairperson, 
other members may be asked 
to submit feedback in writing, 
before the minutes are finalized 
and submitted for formal 
approval at the next meeting.

6. circulation register: if the 
minutes are circulated, the 
secretary must make a register 
of the people who are entitled 
to receive them, and ensure that 
they do receive them.

there are a wide variety of business 
templates (planning, minutes of meet-
ings, brochures, business cards, etc.) 
available from ms office. the Web 
addresses are:

[http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/
templates/CT011323741033.aspx
http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/
t e m p l a t e s / d e f a u l t . a s p x ?
Application = oF&Ver=1]

g. sample documentation connected to a meeting
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3 Finances

3.1 budget discussion P.B. reported on the 
  decisions of the nPc board  
  to allocate 5000 to  t h e  
  commission on international  
  relations, and proposed a  
  detailed annual budget for  
  the commission to work  
  with (see budget papers  
  circulated with the meeting  
  documents). 

decision(s) the motion to approve the  
  budget as proposed was  
  adopted with one 
  abstention (motion by P.B  
  and P.s.).

Action(s) p.b. to submit the detailed
  budget for ratification by 
  the board.

3.2 Membership 
fees

discussion P.B. confirmed that the 
  membership fee to the iPc 
  will be paid before the  
  deadline of 31 march. all  
  rights and privileges granted  
  to the iPc members are  
  assured. Payment to ePc is  
  scheduled for this week. 

decision(s) none

Action(s) None

4 matters For discussion

4.1 representation 
at the 2009 
General 
Assembly of 
the IpC

discussion the availability of members  
  to attend the 2007 iPc  
  general assembly was  
  discussed. 

decision(s) the motion to mandate a.W.  
  as the official representative  
  and W.H. as the second  
  delegate was carried  
  unanimously.

Action(s)	 •	C.K.	to	submit	to	the	IPC	
  the properly completed and 
  signed mandate form as 
  well as registration forms.

	 	 •	P.B.	to	pay	the	registration
   fees.

SUMMAry reporT

1  oPening

1.1 welcome a.W. welcomed all the participants to the 
meeting and thanked c.K. for the excellent 
arrangements made in hosting the meet-
ing. the meeting was formally opened at 
09:00hrs.

1.2 roll Call Present: all members as listed in the par-
ticipants list attended the meeting. 

apologies: none

late arrivals: W.H. arrived at 10:30hrs 
and participated in the meeting from item 
3.2. onwards. 

1.3 Adoption of the 
Agenda

discussion none.

decision(s) the agenda as circulated 
  was adopted.

Action(s) None.

2 issues arising From Previous meetings

2.1 Adoption of 
the Minutes 
of previous 
Meetings

discussion P.s. requested clarification  
  on item 4.5 and agreed that  
  no amendment was needed  
  to the minutes.

decision(s) the motion to adopt the  
  minutes as circulated was  
  carried unanimously (motion  
  by c.K. and P.s.).

Action(s) Archive the minutes.

2.2 Status of the 
Action List

discussion c.K. provided an overview  
  of the status of the action  
  item list noted from previous  
  meetings. 

  s.P. stressed the importance  
  of proceeding with the 
  registration of the nPc  
  emblem, incorporating the 
  iPc logo.

decision(s) agreed to seek legal 
  assistance for the 
  registration process. 

Action(s) C.K. to contact the legal 
  firm offering pro-bono 
  services to the NpC.
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4.2 Motion to the 
IpC

discussion the need and relevance of  
  submitting a motion to the  
  iPc general assembly was  
  discussed.

decision(s) it was agreed to make a  
  recommendation to the iPc  
  governing Board to 
  consider how nPcs can be 
  assisted in promoting 
   Paralympic sport in their  
  respective national media,  
  and to consider providing  
  media training for the nPcs.

Action(s) C.K. to submit the motion to 
  the IpC Headquarters prior 
  to 23 August 2009.

4.3 Networking with 
other NpCs

discussion a.W. noted that interest 
  had been expressed by  
  several other nPcs in the 
  region to meet on an annual 
  basis and discuss matters 
  of joint interest. the grass- 
  root development of sport 
  for youth has been identified  
  as one of the priority topics

decision(s) it was agreed to support the  
  initiative and participate in the  
  meetings. it was agreed to  
  mandate W.H. as a  
  representative. 

Action(s) w.H. to prepare a report on
  the status of youth sport in
  the country. 

5 otHer Business

 discussion no other business was reported.

 decision(s) none.

 Action(s)  None.

6 neXt meeting

 the next meeting will be held on 25 october 2009; location to be 
determined.

7 adJournment

 a.W. thanked all participants for their efforts and valuable contributions 
and closed the meeting at 13:00hrs.

H. report Writing

reports are very important ways of 
recording information and presenting 
information. you can save time by 
sending reports to committee mem-
bers prior to meetings.

report writing is a skill; the golden rule 
is to write reports that are accurate 
and to the point. For example, here 
are two content outlines for typical 
reports.

1. to brief a committee on a 
particular topic, or following an 
inquiry, include the following:

•	 introduction – the reasons 
for the report, historical 
background, a list of persons 
involved and their roles,

•	 methodology – how you 
operated, what you did,

•	 results – findings, what 
happened, what was observed,

•	 conclusions and any 
recommendations.

2. report of a team visit

•	 introduction – identify the 
purpose, location, dates, those 
involved and  your role,

•	 Pre-visit arrangements,

•	 transportation to venue,

•	 accommodation,

•	 local arrangements and 
conditions, and the effect on 
team,

•	 How the team and management 
reacted and related,

•	 Full results and a description of 
the competition,

•	 medical report,

•	 media contacts and exposure,

•	 conclusions and any 
recommendations.

reference:

iPc standing order 1, “Procedures 
to be followed at iPc general 
assemblies”;

iPc standing order 2, “administrative 
procedures to be followed prior to the 
iPc general assemblies”;

iPc standing order 3, “the conduct 
of iPc committee meetings”.
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“our nPc supports the develop-
ment of sport in our country and the 
Paralympic movement, by creating 
opportunities for sport development 
for coaches, athletes and national 
sport organizations”.

guiding Philosophy

the guiding philosophy underlines the 
beliefs and values which govern the 
organization’s actions. For example: 
“We wish to make a difference in ath-
lete’s lives and enhance the overall 
sport experience, by emphasizing the 
Paralympic principles, and through 
service, integrity, innovation, team-
work and continuous improvement”.

operating Principles

the principles derived from our 
organization’s philosophy guide the 
decisions made, and the way activi-
ties are carried out. some examples 
of these guiding principles are service, 
integrity,  innovation, teamwork, con-
tinuous improvement and respect. 
sport-specific principles might include 
the involvement of everyone, excel-
lence, athlete-focused, coach-led, 
and access and equity for all.

objectives 

every plan must have objectives to 
help focus efforts and resources so 
that success can be achieved. 

strategic objectives focus on 
longer-term goals and the methods 
to get there. For example, a strate-
gic objective might be “to triple our 
nPc’s revenue within five years by 
increasing our marketing and licens-
ing revenue”.

operational objectives are usually 
specific and shorter term, and assists 
in achieving the longer-term goal. an 
example would be “to get exclusive 
clear legal ownership of our nPc 
marks, logos and emblems this year 
so as to prepare for launching the 
sale of these to potential sponsors”.

success indicators

the key success factors are the 
quantifiable contributions made to the 
sport system. indicators can include 
such factors as the best-ever athlete 
results in the Paralympic games, the 
most athletes ever to be selected, 
expanded programmes in support of 
athletes and coaches, significant rev-
enue increases, and a strong interest 
in the nPc from a broad range of 
community leaders.

Programmes 

the programmes are the major prod-
ucts and services provided by the 
organization, such as coaching devel-
opment, athlete support, games 
missions, and Paralympic school 
days.

what is a plan and why do we need one?

 “A plan is the core discipline of preparation which frees us to 
do what is necessary to create change and to adapt to change, 
with agility. preparation equips us to manage the velocity, 
uncertainty, complexity and diversity of change to personal and 
collective advantage. our plan takes us from where we are to 
where we want and need to be. In this respect, it is a route 
map to reach a destination. It has purpose, direction and a time-
table – why, where and when. It must cover what is to be done, 
who is to do it, and in linking values to vision, how to do it.”  
 
– Frank dick, former british Athletics National Coach.

developing a plan involves a number 
of steps and outcomes. the terminol-
ogy in planning can be confusing, so 
listed below are some terms that can 
be used when developing an organi-
zation’s plan.

a Strategic plan will define the mis-
sion, goals and objectives, and the 
tactical end by which they will be 
achieved and evaluated.

a business plan extends beyond 
a strategic plan by also explaining 
how to move forward, the risks, the 
challenges, the specific actions and 
programmes, the costs of various 
actions, timelines, whose responsibil-
ity various parts are to implement the 
plan, and other elements. 

later chapters of this module explain 
different types of plans in more 
detail. 

all plans usually have the following 
elements:

descriptive statement

the descriptive statement defines 
the organization in terms of origin, 
type of business or any distinguishing 

characteristics. For example, “our 
nPc, being part of the world-wide 
Paralympic movement, supports the 
development of athletes, coaches 
and sport at all levels, including the 
Paralympic games”.

vision statement

the vision statement describes the 
preferred state that the organization is 
striving for – setting the expectations 
of what it will be working to achieve. it 
is the ability to see beyond the pres-
ent reality; to create something that 
does not yet exist; to become greater 
than it has ever been. For example, 
“We envisage a unified sport devel-
opment system linking local sports 
organizations, clubs and schools to 
local programmes, national teams and 
the Paralympic games”.

mission statement

the mission statement defines what 
the organization must do to achieve 
its vision, answering “why do we 
exist”; “what do we provide?” in 
outcomes, services and beliefs; and 
“whom do we serve?” For example: 
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resource allocation and criteria 
for evaluation.

9. develop a one-to-three-year 
operational plan, with detailed 
financial commitments for year 
one and general estimates for 
year two and beyond, along with 
evaluation criteria. 

10.  get board approval of the 
strategic and operational plans.

d. elements/instruments

the organizational profile and plan-
ning documents produced in step no. 
6 is likely to include drafts of:

•	 the mission statement,

•	 goals and objectives,

•	 short and long-term priorities,

•	 Policy statements,

•	 roles and responsibilities,

•	 success indicators,

•	 the criteria for evaluating new 
projects,

•	 the process for long-term 
planning.

e. criteria for evaluating new 
Projects in a strategic Plan 

on the following page is an example of 
criteria for evaluating new short- and 
long-term projects, programmes and 
activities to assess their relative merit 
and contribution to achieving the mis-
sion, and if applicable, to assist in the 
allocation of limited resources.

section i deals with criteria that must 
be met before proceeding to the 
weighted sections. if a project cannot 
satisfy each of the essential criteria, 
it should not be pursued.

sections ii and iii make up the weight-
ed evaluation portion of the process, 
with the highest possible score being 
500. individual scores for each ques-
tion are obtained by multiplying the 
rating times the weighting. a sub-
total for each section is obtained by 
adding the individual scores for each 
question. the total score is obtained 
by adding the sub-totals of sections 
ii and iii. decide what is an accept-
able score to determine if the project 
is worth pursuing. as well, various 
projects might be compared to each 
other to determine which one might 
be more appropriate.

a. introduction

The starting point for developing a plan is to define as precisely 
as possible what you want to do, add to that the values and 
principles that must be present, and then determine practical 
solutions for the many questions that must be answered.

Below is a recommended process for 
creating a strategic plan.

B. Purpose

the purpose of a strategic plan-
ning process is to undertake the 
following:

1. the production of a document 
or set of documents that will 
define the mission, goals and 
objectives, along with the 
tactical tools that will be used to 
achieve and evaluate them.

2. the establishment of short-term 
(1-3 years) and long-term (3-5 
years) operational plans based 
on the above.

3. the development of long- and 
short-term financial plans based 
on 1 and 2 above.

c. Process

1. set timelines for completion of 
the plan.

2. conduct an analysis of 
stakeholders – i.e., consult 
with anyone having a claim on 
the resources/outputs, or who 
will be affected by decisions/
outputs (e.g., funders; members; 
national sport organizations; 
governments; health, education 
and legal communities; critics; 
international agencies). 

3. draft the mission statement 
(keeping in mind the above 
information).

4. conduct an external assessment 
of:

•	 research data, prevalence, 
present and future trends;

•	 the needs of likely clientele, 
targets, collaborators, opponents 
(i.e., the demand);

•	 available resources (i.e., the 
supply);

•	 roles and relationships of 
stakeholders, service providers 
(i.e., the market).

5. undertake an internal 
assessment of strengths and 
weaknesses.

6. draft an organization profile 
based on steps 2-5, identifying 
strategic issues and questions 
related to:

•	 Who we are,

•	 Where we are now,

•	 What we currently are doing,

•	 Why we are doing it,

•	 Where we want to be,

•	 Why we want to be there,

•	 How we get there, and when,

•	 What we change, and who 
makes the changes,

•	 What will need to be done or the 
next steps.

7. establish a draft strategic 
plan containing the mission, 
goals, objectives and proposed 
priorities for future action.

8. conduct a second-round of 
consultations with stakeholders 
to get their input on priorities, 
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Section III: Qualitative Criteria

1. does research or previous evaluation show this project/activity to 
have potential for significant impact? (choose up to a maximum 
rating of 10).

target group 5 4 3 2 1 Weighting: 10

environment 5 4 3 2 1 rating:

Problem 5 4 3 2 1 score: 

2. Will the activity or project results be measurable? 
(choose up to a maximum rating of 5).

very measurable 5 4 3 Weighting: 5

somewhat 
measurable

4 3 2 rating:

not measurable 3 2 1

indirectly  
measurable

4 3 2 score:

3. are there positive or negative consequences associated with the 
project or activity?

very positive 5 Weighting: 10

some positive 3 rating:

some negative 1

very negative 0 score:

4. does research or previous evaluation show this project/activity to 
have potential for significant impact? (choose up to a maximum 
rating of 10).

cost High cost 1 Weighting: 10

affordable 2 rating:

low cost 3

effectiveness High impact 5

medium 3

low impact 1

achievability very good 3

reasonable 2

not good 1 score:

Sub-total Section III:

5. total score for this project/activity 
(add sections ii and iii):

Section I: essential Criteria

1. is it consistent with the mission, goals and objectives of the organization?

2. is it consistent with the by-laws and constitution?

3. is it consistent with policy statements?

4. are there sufficient human and material resources currently, likely or 
potentially available?

Section II: organizational Criteria

1. is any other organization addressing or carrying out (or likely to 
address) the same activity or project?

no duplication 3 2 1 Weighting: 10

unnecessary 
duplication

0 rating:

Welcomed 
duplication

5 4 3 score: 

2. does it require the involvement or support of outside agencies 
(i.e., fosters partnerships/collaboration)?

much 5 Weighting: 5

some 3 rating:

little 1 score:

3. is it oriented to national or regional interests? (choose one category)

national 5 4 3 Weighting: 10

regional 3 2 1 rating:

Both 5 4 3 2 1 score:

4. does it contribute to the organization’s needs, such as future 
funding, current programmes, opportunities, etc.? (choose up to a 
maximum combined rating of 5).

Funding 2 Weighting: 10

opportunities 1 rating:

Programmes 2

Profile 1

other 1 score:

5. does it fall within the scope of an existing activity?

considerably 5 Weighting: 10

moderately 3 rating:

somewhat 1 score:

Sub-total Section II: 
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•	 describes how the strategy will 
be implemented,

•	 Provides a framework for 
analysis of key issues,

•	 Provides a plan for the 
development of the business,

•	 is a measurement and control 
tool.

development of a business plan forc-
es management to be realistic and 
to put theories to the test. it should 
demonstrate the management team’s 
planning capabilities.

external purposes

the business plan is often used to 
explain the company to external 
audiences, such as potential financ-
ing sources and key personnel being 
recruited. it should help these parties 
understand the current status of the 
company, its opportunities and its 
needs for resources such as capital 
and personnel.

d. Why Business Planning is 
important

While business plans are often pre-
pared to assist a company in raising 
financing, the business planning pro-
cess should be an important part 
of the management of the business 
and has several benefits. Preparing a 
plan:

•	 Forces the management team to 
develop a shared vision for the 
future of the business,

•	 causes objectives to be set,

•	 reveals and clarifies future 
opportunities and threats,

•	 Forms a framework for decision-
making,

•	 Provides benchmarks for 
performance measurement.

Business plans should not be static 
because market conditions change, 
company strategies evolve, and pro-
jections may be surpassed or not 
reached. the plan should be updated 
to reflect these new realities.

e. the information Provided in 
a Business Plan

Planning is a fundamental part of 
management. in general, business 
planning provides a method to devel-
op answers to questions such as:

•	 Where is your business now?

•	 Where do you want your 
business to go?

•	 How are you going to get there?

•	 What is it going to cost?

•	 Where are the money and other 
required resources going to 
come from?

•	 What opportunities and threats 
face the business? How can 
the business capitalize on the 
opportunities and avoid or 
minimize the threats?

a. introduction

A business plan summarizes the nature of a business and its 
goals and objectives for the future. A business plan generally 
includes the following:

•	 A	statement	of	purpose	or	mission	of	the	business	(its	goals	or	
objectives),

•	 A	description	of	the	business,	its	market,	products,	competi-
tion, location, facilities, management and personnel,

•	 A	 brief	 history	 of	 the	 business	 (how	 it	 got	 to	 where	 it	 is	
today),

•	 The	definition	of	key	action	items	that	must	be	accomplished	
for the business to reach its goals or objectives over a period 
of years,

•	 A	 forecast	 of	 results	 (the	 financial	 results	 expected	 to	 be	
achieved),

•	 An	indication	of	the	amount	of	financing	and	other	resources	
required by the business to achieve its goals.

B. sample outline of a 
Business Plan

1. introduction,

2. executive summary,

3. the market,

4. Products and services,

5. marketing strategy,

6. sales and distribution,

7. competition,

8. operations,

9. management and organization,

10. implementation,

11. Financial Projections,

12. risk,

13. appendices,

14. sources of information.

a strategic plan for one unit of the 
business would summarize how the 
unit will meet its objectives outlined in 
the business plan.

a business plan is a presentation of 
a company (or organization) and its 
opportunities. it can serve both exter-
nal and internal purposes. serving the 
internal purposes is usually a precon-
dition for being able to capitalize on 
external opportunities.

c. Purposes

Internal purposes

the business plan is the “road map” 
for developing the business. it:

•	 defines the vision of the 
company,

•	 establishes the company’s 
strategy,
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1. The book of Accounts 
(General Ledger)

the book of accounts identifies the 
income and expenditures of the orga-
nization. a simple method of keeping 
such a book is to provide two pages 
for a set period, e.g., a month or, if 
the number of transactions is low, a 
year that include:

•	 the items of expenditure listed 
on the right hand page,

•	 the items of income listed on 
the left hand page,

•	 a reorganization of both the 
income and expenditure pages 
by item shown in the final 
accounts on another page.

there are two further safeguards 
that a good bookkeeper has:

a) the counterfoil of the cheque 
book, which should carefully 
record:

 i)  the date the cheque was 
issued,

 ii) to whom it was issued,

 iii) the amount.

b) the statement from the bank, 
which provides a further means 
of verifying the amount paid out 
of the organization’s funds by 
cheque number.

 Both a) and b) above can be 
cross-referenced with the book 
of accounts.

2. daily Ledger

the second financial book kept is 
called the daily ledger. the daily ledger 
is divided into two halves: the income 

and the expenditures. each half is fur-
ther subdivided to correspond to the 
items in the book of accounts. each 
transaction on each day, whether 
income or expenditure, is recorded to 
provide a detailed daily record. the 
daily ledger records transactions each 
day business is conducted, whereas 
the book of accounts reorganizes the 
same records to show more of an 
overall business picture.

3. petty Cash

most organizations need actual cash 
at one time or another. as a general 
rule, it is preferable to carry out finan-
cial transactions with cheques as 
this system is much less likely to be 
abused.

to account for the actual cash kept 
by the organization, a petty cash 
account is opened and kept sepa-
rately. this is sometimes referred to 
as the imprest system.

the petty cash is a specific sum of 
money designed to cover the period 
in question. at the end of the period, 
the petty cash is reimbursed to equal 
the sum of money spent, bringing the 
amount in the petty cash back to the 
original sum.

e.g., 
initial Float (imprest Fund) $200 
amount spent $170 
amount remaining $30 
amount received from Bank $170 
cash in Hand $200

at any time, the petty cash should 
equal the amount spent plus the cash 
in hand, which in turn equals the origi-
nal sum received as the original float.

 a.  introduction

A budget is the plan for a programme, expressed in financial 
terms. It is an estimate of income and expenditures, usually for 
a one-year period. Most NpCs and other organizations develop 
both a one-year budget for short-term operations and a four-year 
budget to cover quadrennial planning.

B.  drawing up the Budget

start with clarifying and setting the 
goals and objectives of the organi-
zation. the planning process helps 
focus proposed expenditures on 
items identified as being priorities.

the next task is to review the previ-
ous and current years’ income and 
expenditure accounts. in estimating 
the budget for 2010, for example, 
look at the 2008 and 2009 accounts. 
For the year, consider: 

•	 Fixed costs, e.g., rent of the 
office;

•	 the cost of recurring activities, 
e.g., the annual meeting;

•	 the cost of programmes;

•	 inflation.

in addition, determine likely sources 
of income for the year and develop 
a realistic plan for obtaining this 
money.

compare the possible revenues 
with the projected costs. Be careful 
not to overestimate the income and 
underestimate the expenditures. if 
more money is raised than is spent, 
think about what extras could be 
purchased, or how the extra income 
could be invested. For guidance, refer 
back to the priorities in the plan.

the last step is to get approval for 
the budget and revenue-generating 

projects. in most nPcs, this involves 
a presentation to the leadership, and 
subsequent approval or amendments.

c.  Financial management

the treasurer needs to be able to 
keep clear records and accounts. 
most organizations have a treasurer 
who handles all financial matters; 
larger ones have a finance officer 
or financial committee that has this 
responsibility. either way, a char-
tered accountant needs to verify the 
records.

the budget must be approved before 
expenditures can be authorized. 
However, the executive committee or 
board of directors may set limits for 
expenditures that can be made by the 
appropriate officers; the approval of 
the executive committee would thus 
be needed to authorize expenditures 
above those limits.

it is also good practice to require two 
signatures by officers on all cheques 
above a certain amount as an addi-
tional safeguard.

there are several computer-based 
accounting packages appropriate 
for small organizations that can sig-
nificantly simplify the management of 
financial records.
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4. Cash Flow

Predicting the organization’s cash 
needs at various times of the year is 
described as “cash flow”. it is a worth-
while exercise to draw up a cash flow 
chart so that:

•	 cash needs can be predicted 
each month,

•	 the amount of money in the 
organization’s deposit account 
can be maximized; only the 
exact amount needed in 
the chequing account gets 
transferred. 

When money is in the bank, it earns 
interest in a deposit account. it earns 
little or nothing in a current account. 
good money management ensures 
that only enough is kept in the current 
account to meet the organization’s 
needs. arrangements can also be 
made with the bank to have money 
in a seven-day, one-month, three-
month or twelve-month deposit, or 
in short-term investment certificates 
or treasury bills. generally, the longer 
the deposit, the higher the rate of 
interest.

d. money management 
checklist

1. Where is your nPc’s money 
kept? What interest are you 
getting on it?

2. Who has the authority to 
withdraw money, how much, and 
for what reasons?

3. What policy statements exist 
to guide limits and items of 
expenditure?

4.  How does one report what was 
spent?

5.  Who keeps the records?

6.  What financial controls are in 
place in your nPc?

7.  How do you save on projected 
expenditures? For instance, 
do you look for discount or 
group rates for travel; do 
you get volume discounts 
for accommodation, or make 
arrangements with one hotel to 
use it whenever needed; or do 
you look for donations of office 
space, office machines, vehicles, 
gasoline, insurance, clothing or 
other items?

8. How successful have your 
money management practices 
been in the past and what do 
you need to improve?
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a. overview

being in a leadership position does not make you a good leader. 
experience, trial and error and personal growth and development 
all contribute to being a good leader; it doesn’t happen overnight. 

6.  What goals, ideas, etc., do these questions prompt?

there are countless opportunities in 
sport for people to use their leader-
ship abilities – as athletes, spectators, 
judges, technicians, organizers, health 
professionals, educators, and 
coaches.

effective leaders are those whose 
group members feel their needs are 
being satisfied, and the leaders them-
selves feel they are getting their own 
needs met, (i.e., there is an equitable 
exchange).

to do this, leaders need to develop 
the skills specific to their particular 
responsibilities in sport and to feel 
comfortable applying those skills in 
difficult and pleasant situations.

to be effective, a leader must be 
“task oriented” or able to get the job 
done, as well as “process oriented” or 
focused on creating healthy interper-
sonal relationships.

in all organizations, leaders need to 
treat people decently while motivat-
ing them to perform their work at a 
high level. one does not happen with-
out the other.

B. to think about

1. What privileges are related to 
being in a leadership position in 
your organization?

2. What responsibilities come with 
this position?

3. What skills does a person need 
to be an effective leader in your 
organization?

4. What characteristics are 
important to someone in this 
position?

5. rate yourself on each of 
the skills and characteristics 
identified above on the following 
scale (make comments as you 
see fit):

                            Low                         High

                                 1      2      3      4      5

a) skills: rating comments:

1      2      3      4      5

1      2      3      4      5

1      2      3      4      5

1      2      3      4      5

a) characteristics: rating comments:

1      2      3      4      5

1      2      3      4      5

1      2      3      4      5

1      2      3      4      5

c. the nature of leadership

there are numerous leadership posi-
tions within sport. People filling these 
positions cover a wide spectrum of 
leadership styles and human qualities. 
some are successful leaders, others  
are not. What is it that constitutes 
good leadership?

leadership can be broadly defined as 
the ability to influence the behaviour 
of others.

a leader is one who motivates, 
provides direction, and delegates 
responsibility and authority to vol-
unteers. He/she challenges them to 
get the job done, to solve problems 
and to make decisions to achieve the 
goals and objectives of the group. He/
she is respected for his/her commit-
ment and work, his/her wisdom and 
personality, and his/her fairness and 
appropriate treatment of others.

Bringing a proven leader from one 
situation to another does not guaran-
tee success. the situation itself has 
a direct relationship to the type of 
leader that will emerge and the suc-
cess he/she will experience.

leadership effectiveness appears to 
be a function of at least three complex 
factors: the individual, the followers, 
and the immediate environment.

The Individual

the qualities of the individual that 
have a direct impact on leader effec-
tiveness are:

•	 age and experience,

•	 technical competency,

•	 style,

•	 control position in the 
organization,

•	 Personal qualities.
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The Followers

a full understanding of leadership 
behaviour requires that the followers 
be studied. the complex problem of 
whether good leadership causes play-
ers to perform well or good player 
performance makes leadership effec-
tive will perhaps never be answered 
conclusively. it is certain, however, 
that the personalities, characteristics, 
dispositions and behaviours of follow-
ers greatly impact how effective a 
leader will be. some important char-
acteristics of followers that should be 
considered are:

•	 need to affiliate,

•	 need to achieve,

•	 Preferred rewards,

•	 need for independence,

•	 acceptance of authority,

•	 tolerance for ambiguity.

the relationship between the char-
acteristics of followers and the 
effectiveness of the leader is partially 
due to the fact that certain types 
of individuals will respond to certain 
leadership styles.

the importance of followers to the 
leadership is aptly captured in the fol-
lowing quotation: 

“due to a lack of loyal followers, 
the development of outstand-
ing leaders has been suspended.”  
 
-anonymous

characteristics of Person a:

1. low affiliation needs,

2. High achievement needs,

3. Preference for material rewards,

4. High need for independence,

5. High acceptance of authority,

6. low tolerance of ambiguity.

a “task-oriented” leader is more 
effective with this type of person.

characteristics of Person B:

1. High affiliation needs,

2. low achievement needs,

3. Preference for intrinsic rewards,

4. low need for independence,

5. low acceptance of authority,

6. High tolerance of ambiguity.

a “relationship-oriented” leader is 
more effective with this type of 
person.

The Conditions of the Immediate 
environment

the “situation” that a potential leader 
faces is the third factor that affects 
the emergence and effectiveness 
of the leader. some “environmental” 
factors are:

•	 nature of the task,

•	 degree of stress,

•	 clarity of role,

•	 size of group,

•	 time constraints,

•	 task dependence.

a task-oriented leader will excel when 
the task is structured, the degree 
of stress is high, the role is clearly 
defined, the group is large, and time 
constraints are tight. a relationship-
oriented leader will excel as these 
elements swing toward the other end 
of the spectrum.

the primary responsibility of the lead-
er is to manage the human resources 
of the group in keeping with the 
situational constraints. this requires 
sound communication, and a climate 
of honesty and trust.

the leader must also be aware of 
his personal qualities and those of 
his group members. motivating group 
members becomes a prime objective. 

People remain motivated because 
of the satisfaction and feelings of 
achievement that they derive from the 
activity. recognizing which individu-
als will function best in each situation, 
then delegating tasks accordingly, 
is one way to become a successful 
leader.

there is no checklist of leadership 
behaviours appropriate to each 
defined situation. to be effective, a 
leader should attempt to discover at 
least some of the conditions, circum-
stances and variables in the situation 
that could lead to success or failure. 

the following suggestions may help 
individuals enhance their leadership 
capabilities:

•	 Be aware of your own 
capabilities and motivations that 
could affect your leadership,

•	 Be aware of the characteristics 
and interests of the followers,

•	 Be flexible and change your 
style to suit the situation,

•	 step aside and allow others to 
emerge from the sidelines when 
called for by the situation, 

•	 recognize that success doesn’t 
come from just your efforts, but 
also from the followers and the 
situation,

•	 understand that giving orders 
and having them carried out is 
not leadership because it ignores 
influence,

•	 delegate tasks to the followers 
to keep them involved and 
motivated, 

•	 identify the key factors in any 
situation that will affect your 
attempts to influence people,

•	 develop a masterplan approach 
to leadership for consistency in 
achieving goals and objectives,

•	 Provide training to future 
leaders.

when a task-oriented leader excels when a relationship-oriented 
leader excels

the nature of task is:

the degree of stress is:

the clarity of the role is:

the size of group is:

the time constraints are:

structured

High

clear

large

tight

unstructured

low

unclear

small

loose
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process. you are experiencing very 
few difficulties in the area of your 
previous problem.

First: list all the changes you have 
made as a result of your decision to 
solve this problem. Be imaginative 
and creative.

second: choose your top three pri-
orities from this list i.e., the three 
most important areas of change 
with respect to this problem. 
Be specific.

b. “Brainstorming”:
a good way to generate solutions is 
to brainstorm or think “off the top 
of your head”. Be as outlandish as 
you want in listing the first things 
that come to mind. sometimes far-
out ideas can trigger other useful 
approaches.

rules for brainstorming:

•	 list every idea that comes to 
mind,

•	 do not judge or evaluate the 
idea yet,

•	 it’s okay to repeat ideas and 
include them all in your list,

•	 think of new solutions or ideas 
for three or four minutes,

•	 stop if you break any rules.

When you have completed the brain-
storming session spend a few minutes 
choosing your top three ideas from 
the list. Be specific.

STep FoUr: Choosing a Solution

•	 identify as many reasonable 
solutions to the problem as 
possible,

•	 identify criteria for evaluating 
each alternative,

•	 test each solution based on 
the criteria, and determine if 
one alternative appears more 
reasonable than the others,

•	 if necessary, ask others for 
their opinions on your preferred 
solution.

STep FIVe: Implementing a Solution

1. list the major steps that you are 
going to take,

2. describe these steps in the 
order you expect them to occur,

3. ask yourself the following 
questions:

•	 What authority is required to 
proceed with your solution?

•	 What key groups of individuals 
will need to be involved to 
provide resources and support?

•	 What major stumbling blocks or 
obstacles need to be overcome?

•	 What first steps need to be 
taken in the next few weeks?

•	 Who will initiate action?

•	 Who needs to be kept informed?

STep SIX: evaluating

consider the following:

•	 What changed?

•	 What ongoing feedback systems 
were used?

•	 What quantifiable data is 
available to indicate change? 

•	 What further areas for 
improvement do you see?

•	 chapter 4 outlines the reasons 
for, and the methods of 
evaluating a solution.

B. the six steps

the six basic problem-solving steps 
are:

1. recognizing and defining the 
problem,

2. analyzing and clarifying the 
problem,

3. reviewing all possible solutions,

4. choosing a solution,

5. implementing the solution,

6. evaluating the decision.

the outline below provides you with 
a framework to analyze a problem in 
sport in your country. Keep in mind 
that a positive attitude will go a long 
way in ensuring a successful solution.

c. the Process

STep oNe: 
recognizing and defining the 
problem

•	 What are the symptoms?

•	 When did they first appear?

•	 What happened before that 
time?

•	 What events or incidents 
illustrate the problem?

•	 What exactly is the problem 
(stated clearly with specific 
details, including who or what is 
responsible)? 

•	 How does this problem affect 
me or my association?

•	 How do i contribute to the 
continued presence of the 
problem?

•	 What have i not done to help 
eliminate this problem?

STep Two: 
Analyzing and Clarifying the problem

•	 Who sees this as a problem?

•	 Why do they see this as a 
problem?

•	 Who is affected by the problem?

•	 How are they affected?

•	 Who else is involved with the 
problem and how?

•	 What other factors affect the 
problem? (e.g., budget, tradition, 
attitudes, etc.)

•	 How are you involved in the 
problem?

•	 What would you like to see 
changed?

•	 Who has the power to make 
these changes?

•	 What positive forces exist 
that will help you resolve the 
problem?

•	 What negative forces exist that 
may prevent the problem from 
being resolved?

STep THree: 
reviewing All possible Solutions

a. “Blue-skying”: 
imagine that it is one year from today.  
you are still enjoying the benefits of 
the positive changes you made as 
a result of today’s problem-solving 

a. introduction

There is a saying that a problem or crisis is a dangerous oppor-
tunity. It has its downfalls, but it also offers the chance for a 
creative solution. often, the ways of solving a problem can be 
broken down into six steps:
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2. decisions by Authority after Group discussion

advantages disadvantages

i) some use is made of the 
expertise of the group 
members.

i)  no commitment is made for 
resources to implement the 
decision.

ii)  the benefits of group 
discussion are included.

ii)  conflicts and controversies 
among members are not 
resolved.

iii)  Wider experience can be 
drawn upon.

iii)  situations are created in which 
group members may compete 
to impress the leader.

3. decisions by Minority rule

advantages disadvantages

i) this is useful when not 
everyone can meet to make a 
decision. 

i)  People feel “railroaded” into 
going along.

ii) this can be appropriate when 
there is time pressure.

ii)  silence is often misinterpreted 
to mean consent and this 
causes problems later.

iii) this can demonstrate that the 
decision was taken by more 
than one person acting alone.

iii)  does not use the resources 
of many group members and, 
therefore, does not encourage 
involvement in implementation.

4. decisions by Majority Vote

advantages disadvantages

i) this is a popular method 
in that it resembles the 
democratic process used in 
society. 

i) an alienated minority is often 
left that may damage future 
group effectiveness.

ii) useful when sufficient time 
is lacking to reach a decision 
by consensus or when the 
decision is not crucial, or does 
not require complete member 
commitment.

ii) relevant resources of many 
group members may be lost.

iii) discussion on extraneous or 
relatively unimportant issues is 
reduced.

iii) commitment to implementing 
the decision is not totally 
present although group 
members may just go along.

a. introduction

Making decisions in organizations can be fraught with a great 
deal of tension. It is important for the leader of the group to be 
aware of the methods available in decision-making, including:

1. decisions by Authority without Group discussion

advantages disadvantages

i)  useful for simple, routine 
decisions or when little time is 
available to make a decision.

i)  one person is a limited resource 
in making a decision.

ii)  useful when there is a lack of 
skills and information among 
group members.

ii)  the advantages of group 
interaction are lost and the 
resources of other members 
are not used.

iii)  convenient for administration. iii)  no commitment is developed 
for implementing the decision 
of other group members and 
resentment and disagreement 
may sabotage the decision.

1  adapted from Johnson, d.W. and Johnson, F. P., Joining together. group theory and group skills. 

    Prentice-Hall, inc., englewood cliffs, new Jersey. 1975. Pages 80-81.

•	 What exactly are you trying to 
decide? e.g., which stage of 
problem-solving are you in?

•	 Who needs to be involved, 
including who needs to give the 
authorization? 

•	 How should they be involved, 
i.e., directly, consulted, 
informed?

•	 When must you decide?

B. decision-making methods1

Five methods for making decision 
are presented below. it is important 
to weigh efficiency against effective-
ness when determining the best way 
to solve a problem.
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5. decisions by Consensus

advantages disadvantages

i) an innovative, creative and 
high-quality decision is usually 
produced.

i) a great deal of time and energy 
is required.

ii) the resources of all the 
members are used.

ii) the leader must be 
interpersonally skilled and 
understand the dynamics of 
participation, communication 
and controversy in groups.

iii) Future decision-making of the 
group is enhanced. useful for 
making important and complex 
decisions where it is important 
to have all members committed 
to the outcome.

iii) it might not fully achieve 
a useful outcome, rather a 
compromise decision.

2  adapted from team Building, Fromkin, van Horn ltd., toronto, canada.

When a decision needs to be made 
by consensus, remind your group 
about some basic guidelines for com-
ing to a solution. consider presenting 
the following guidelines prior to ask-
ing people to make a decision and 
then, after they have done so, having 
them evaluate how well they stuck to 
the guidelines.

Seven Guidelines for Consensus in 
a Group2

1. listen to understand rather than 
simply to evaluate or to refute 
what the other person is saying,

2. avoid argument for its own sake, 
but attempt to be persuasive 
when you think you are right,

3. rather than viewing differences 
of opinion as obstacles to be 
overcome, try to view them as 
opportunities for you to learn 
about the viewpoints of other 
people,

4. encourage broad participation 
by bringing others into the 
discussion and protecting 
minority points of view,

5. assume responsibility for 
accurate communication 
between yourself and others,

6. summarize progress by pointing 
out where things stand in your 
judgement,

7.  recommend compromises.

image credit:  lieven coudenys
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d. sample Questions 

the following sample questions 
may provide an idea of appropriate 
questions to ask in evaluating your 
association. Place a check mark 
next to those that seem appropriate, 
and write your ideas in the space 
provided.

1. Sample Questions for evaluating 
 programmes 

a) What are the association’s major 
programmes?

b) What is the relationship between 
the association’s goals and 
objectives, and its programmes? 
are they consistent?

c) How does your association 
decide what new programmes to 
introduce? Who decides?

d) What are the major tasks to 
be accomplished for each 
programme? the descriptions 
should spell out what will be 
done, how and where it will be 
done, who will do it, how long 
it will take, and the required 
resources.

e) What is the staffing for each 
programme, i.e., the number 
and qualifications of staff and 
volunteers, and the supervisory 
structure of each programme?

f) How, and how often, are 
programmes formally reviewed?

g) What progress has been made 
by each programme in meeting 
its specific objectives? if the 
expected progress hasn’t 
occurred, what reasons are 
offered for any discrepancies, 
positive or negative?

2. Sample Questions for evaluating 
 Facilities 

a) do the facilities meet the needs 
of athletes and coaches? if not, 
why not?

b) do the facilities meet required 
fire, building, health, and safety 
code standards? When were the 
last inspections?

c) are facilities easily accessible 
when required?

d) are the facilities easily 
maintained at reasonable cost?

B. Why evaluate?

the board, staff, and volunteers of 
an organization must be convinced 
of the following three points if the 
benefits of self-evaluation are to be 
realized:

1. a commitment to continual 
change and development of the 
organization,

2. a preference for systematic 
ways of doing things instead 
of hunches or intuitions in 
evaluating and developing their 
services,

3. an ongoing commitment of time 
and effort to the evaluation 
process and the belief that it 
is essential to the life of the 
organization.

every worthwhile organization expe-
riences a set of opposing forces. 
there will be those who favour sta-
bility and those who favour change. 
the desire to stabilize the organi-
zation for continuity conflicts with 
the need for self-renewal through 
innovation, growth and change. a 
process of on-going self-evalua-
tion to make planned changes will 
help those involved balance these 
two forces.

the best evaluation is co-operative. 
sharing the work of measuring prog-
ress leads all members toward a 
deeper understanding and greater 
desire to improve than if some higher 
authority carries out the evaluation 
for them.

c. What to evaluate?

evaluation usually involves a com-
parison between what “is” and what 
“ought to be”. throughout an asso-
ciation’s life, goals and objectives are 
set, priorities and how sport should 
look in your country discussed. the 
evaluation phase then assesses 
how well these plans were carried 
out. it measures whether the work 
accomplished will have the intended 
impact. 

your association’s programmes, 
structure, policies, organizational 
relationships or image in the sport 
community could be areas that are 
evaluated.

take a few minutes to think about 
what could be evaluated in your sport 
association. Write down your ideas 
here:

a. introduction

evaluation is essential to all organizations, whether it be reflection, 
an informal assessment, a review, or a more formal evaluation. 
developing an evaluation process requires creative thinking and 
careful attention to how information is evaluated. what are the 
questions to ask? How can we get the answers?

what to evaluate why How
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4. Sample Questions for evaluating 
 organizational relationships 

a) does the organization 
maintain relations with 
national/international planning 
or regulatory groups? if 
yes, with which ones? 
What are the objectives of 
these relationships? Which 
personnel are involved in 
such relationships? How do 
they communicate? is the 
communication effective? 

b) What kind of relationship does 
the organization have with its 
funders? How is the funding 
relationship evaluated? do 
funders review and make 
recommendations about the 
organization’s programme? if 
yes, how often? How are the 
recommendations implemented? 
is the association meeting the 
needs of the funders?

c) does the association participate 
in the development of sport 
legislation and policy? if yes, 
how, and with whom?

d) does the association participate 
in legislative committees or 
task forces dealing with sport? 
Have your members made 
submissions on sport issues?

e) What kind of connection does 
the organization have with the 
media? Which personnel or 
members are responsible for 
media-related activities?

f) does the organization have 
written materials explaining 
its programmes/services to 
potential users, to referral 
agencies and to other groups?

g) What public relations activities 
have been conducted by the 
organization in the past two 
years? Which groups have been 
targeted?
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e) if required, do the facilities 
ensure people will have privacy 
and confidentiality?

f) are there secretarial, audio-
visual, food, or other required 
services?

3. Sample Questions for evaluating 
 Volunteers 

a) What tasks are performed by 
volunteers?

b) is there a committee that 
oversees volunteer policies? is 
there a volunteer programme, 
and is it integral and identifiable 
within the overall organization? 
is there a co-ordinator to whom 
all volunteers report and who 
assumes responsibility for 
them? are the goals, purposes 
and policies of the volunteer 
programme stated in writing e.g., 
job descriptions?

c) are aspects of the volunteer 
programme regularly carried 
out, organized and revised by 

the board and staff, user and 
community groups, 
as needed?

d) are volunteers given a 
formal orientation to the total 
organization and their roles as 
volunteers?

e) What criteria are used to recruit 
and place volunteers?

f) What training do volunteers get?

g) does the organization maintain 
records on each volunteer?

h) Which expenses does the 
organization cover for volunteers 
(e.g., transportation, 
babysitting)?

i) are volunteers given individual 
performance evaluations? By 
whom, and when?

j) do the volunteers receive 
clerical support? do they have 
an adequate work space and 
the proper equipment?

image credit:  lieven coudenys
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3. Material resources

material resources are the items 
acquired to ensure effective and effi-
cient administration of the nPc. this 
can include such items as typewrit-
ers, computers, photocopiers, filing 
cabinets, desks, a building, sports 
equipment, and medical equipment.

•	 does the nPc have adequate 
material resources to operate 
efficiently and effectively? What 
items, if any, need to be acquired 
to ensure the best administration 
possible?

4. Facility resources

it is important to pay close attention 
to the needs of athletes and coaches. 
this may seem self-evident, but it is 
surprising how often sports adminis-
trators do not find out exactly what 
athletes and coaches need and want. 
listed below are some of the typical 
needs of coaches and athletes:

athletes
•	 Housing and good food close to 

training sites,

•	 transportation,

•	 appropriate educational 
opportunities,

•	 nearby employment 
opportunities,

•	 social, cultural, religious and 
recreational opportunities other 
than sport,

•	 community support, including  
from the media.

coaches
•	  sufficient support staff, 

including assistants, managers, 
and medical specialists,

•	  Facilities and services, such 
as teaching and weight training 
areas and equipment.

a) are there adequate training and 
competition facilities for your 
athletes and coaches?

b) list the training and competition 
facilities in your country.

c) are the facilities used to the 
maximum? can the athletes 
easily access the best facilities 
available? if not, identify the 
reasons why, and describe how 
to resolve these problems.

d) identify, in priority order, your 
facility needs. What upgrades 
are needed at the facilities? 
What new facilities are needed?

a. What is a resource?

a resource is an aid or support that can be used to help achieve a goal or 
objective. one of the most important skills of a sport administrator is the abil-
ity to assess needs, to identify resources to meet the needs, and to acquire 
the needed resources.

list the needs, and required resources of your sport organization:

1. Human resources

every nPc depends on people to fill 
the roles of organizer, administrator, 
fundraiser, planner, official, coach, 
athlete and sport medicine specialist. 
its athletes and their spirit are valu-
able resources for an nPc or other 
sports organization;

•	 identify the human resources 
that the nPc needs to operate 
effectively,

•	 identify where these human 
resources can be found e.g., 
recreation programmes, school 
systems, military, public service, 
etc.,

•	 Pinpoint what encourages 
individuals to volunteer their 
time,

•	 spell out how the nPc works 
with, and satisfies the needs of 
the people working for it. Figure 
out how the nPc can improve in 
this area.

2. Financial resources 

every nPc needs financial support to 
deliver its programmes and projects. 

adequate financial support ensures 
the nPc can fulfil its aspirations. 
many nPcs receive the bulk of their 
financing from government, with addi-
tional funds coming from fundraising, 
marketing, membership fees, grants 
and registration.

•	 How much funding does your 
nPc require to operate each 
year?

•	 do you require long-term 
(i.e., more than one year) 
commitments for specific 
projects? if so, which ones, 
and for how long?

•	 What financial sources does the 
nPc have for its operational/
programme/capital funds, i.e., 
national government, local 
governments, corporations, 
sponsorship, licensing, direct 
solicitation, gifts in kind, 
international federation, etc.

•	 What other sources could 
provide additional funding?

•	 How important are financial 
resources to your nPc, relative 
to the other types of resources?

what to evaluate How

Name/location 
of field purpose

Adequacy for international 
competition (what it has, 
what it needs, etc)

    1      2      3      4      5 
   poor                                 eXCeLLeNT
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slander. negligence or accidental 
error are key in the coverage, and in 
sport this includes negligence or error 
during instruction by coaches, man-
agers, physiotherapists and doctors.

it is recommended that sporting 
organizations take out professional 
indemnity insurance for their coach-
es, medical officers, trainers and 
any other people giving professional 
advice or services. 

Public liability insurance
owners and renters are responsible 
for keeping their premises in a safe 
condition so that other people entering 
the premises are not injured. sporting 
bodies also must use reasonable care 
and skill to ensure that people com-
ing into or near the grounds are not 
injured in any way due to the negli-
gence of the proprietor or sporting 
participant. 

Public liability insurance is important 
since it protects both the employees 
and the members of the organization. 
this insurance provides indemnity 
against legal liability to pay damages 
arising from accidental injury, includ-
ing death, and accidental damage to 
property. it covers claims arising from 
the negligence of the organization or 
one of its employees, or from the con-
dition of the premises. it also covers 
the legal costs related to such claims. 
the policy must be written specifically 
for the organization that it is meant 
to protect against loss. it is prudent 
to define the insured as all members 
of the organization. it may also be 
extended to cover goods sold or sup-
plied to customers, and claims by one 
member against another. details on 
extended coverage can be obtained 
from insurance brokers.

Player accident insurance
insurance for sports participants is 
now recognized as a priority. there is 
both a moral and administrative obli-
gation to provide protection against 
injury arising from participation, which 
may include training, and travel to and 
from functions. there are a variety of 
different plans. By way of illustration, 
these include:

•	 tragedy Benefit, with a scale of 
benefits based on the degree 
of loss of use for permanent 
disabilities,

•	 loss of income, which is 
designed to replace the income 
that participants will lose if injury 
prevents them from performing 
their normal occupation,

•	 student assistance Benefit, 
which pays for tutorial expenses 
or home help,

•	 Parents inconvenience 
allowance, which covers the 
cost incurred to visit children 
who have suffered a tragedy 
claim,

•	 non-medicare medical expenses, 
which pays for medical 
expenses that are not covered 
under the medicare system.

voluntary Workers’ insurance
a sporting club or association can 
take out separate policies for their vol-
untary workers (known as voluntary 
workers’ personal accident policies). 
these policies are designed to protect 
voluntary workers from injury whilst 
undertaking their honorary work, or 
travelling to and from the organiza-
tion’s meetings and functions.

directors and officers’ liability 
insurance
this form of insurance is designed for 
executive members and directors of 
clubs and associations who can be 
sued by their own organization for 
acts of negligence. in these cases it is 
alleged that they have breached the 
duty of care owed to their organiza-
tion. such insurance is of particular 
importance to associations which have 
large financial turnovers, or taxation 
liabilities.

occupational Health and safety 
coverage
this kind of coverage is now avail-
able for employees, managers and 
others involved in club activities. the 
coverage provides compensation for 
injuries occurred while working. 

sporting clubs who pay gardeners, 
groundsmen and cleaners should 

B. risk management and 
insurance 

an organization faces some risks, 
which must be properly anticipated to 
safeguard against them. For example, 
an athlete, coach or someone else 
might legally challenge the organiza-
tion over team selection issues; there 
might also be appeals over alleged 
doping infractions, or the organization 
might face financial loss, even bank-
ruptcy, because of over-expenditure 
or misplaced investments. the big-
gest risks could be related to the loss 
of good leadership or staff.

there needs to be policies, practices 
and planning in place to mitigate 
against these risks, and one measure 
is ensuring the organization has the 
proper insurance.

the following information is adapt-
ed from course material for sport 
administrators that was prepared 
by the australian society of sport 
administrators.

Being incorporated and having a 
formal constitution in place are 
recommended as prerequisites for 
a well-run organization, which pro-
tects its members against internal 
complaints and external litigation. 
However, the organization itself 
needs protection against claims by 
other parties. it is, therefore, impor-
tant for the organization to have an 
adequate insurance portfolio.

all individuals in a club, including 
supervisors, coaches, players and 
organizers, should be protected with 
appropriate insurance. many sporting 
associations provide insurance for 
public liability, professional indemnity 
and/or personal accident. members 
should check with their association 
to ensure that adequate coverage 
is provided, and if it is not, take out 
insurance individually through their 
club.

there are a number of reasons why 
sport needs insurance. First, there is 
the broad area of coverage against 
physical injury to the insured, which 
extends to trainers, referees, coach-
es, officials and spectators. second, 
there’s coverage against injury to 

someone else. the insured may be a 
player held liable for injury to another 
player or for injury to a spectator. 
the insured may be vicariously liable 
for the player’s acts. increasingly, the 
insured may have some responsibility 
for the safety of players, other par-
ticipants, or spectators, through the 
provision of sports facilities, control 
of the venue, or control of the game 
either generally or on a particular 
occasion.

sport is business. rain insurance 
may save the promoter of a sporting 
event from disaster, and any sport-
ing organization exposed to business 
interruption would want to be cov-
ered against it. liability for economic 
loss may be incurred in connection 
with a sporting activity.

insurers today have a very real inter-
est in the way sports are played and 
managed.

1. they have an interest in rules 
that reduce the risk of injury and 
the risk of liability.

2. they have an interest in seeing 
safer equipment used by the 
participants.

3. they have an interest in 
sporting facilities that are well 
constructed and controlled so 
that the risk of injury to players, 
participants and spectators is 
reduced. 

Participants in a sport must identify 
the areas where there are risks. the 
most common risks are financial, legal 
and physical. 

the following types of insurance 
should be examined.

Professional indemnity insurance
Professional indemnity insurance 
covers individuals for legal liability 
when there has been an error, omis-
sion or neglect by an employee or 
individual carrying out his/her profes-
sional duties. Because the error or 
neglect can lead to the professional 
being sued for damages, professional 
indemnity coverage insures him/her 
against claims for negligence. Policies 
can include damages for libel and 
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there are a number of areas that 
require risk assessment and risk 
management, whether dealing with 
children playing football or athletes 
participating at the Paralympic 
games. Below are some factors to 
consider:

Supervision 

is the sport conducted in an ordered, 
structured manner? is it properly 
supervised? 

Instruction 

are instructors, educators, coaches 
and others who teach and supervise 
sport properly qualified for the task 
at hand?

equipment, Facilities, premises 

the sporting equipment and facilities, 
including ancillary facilities such as 
shower rooms, must all be safe. this 
responsibility also extends to specta-
tor facilities at sporting events, and 
such things as hotels chosen for trav-
elling teams.

warnings 

Warnings that make people aware of 
dangers and of proper conduct must 
be prudently applied.

Informed Consent 

Participants should clearly be aware 
of the risks involved in a sporting 
activity. this applies, for example, to 
parents allowing children to take part 
in sports such as rock climbing, rugby 
and ski racing.

Medical 

Proper medical management of 
injuries and appropriate medical pre-
cautions at events must be in place. 

planning 

appropriate safety measures must 
be taken in advance.

Transportation 

sport involves travel. there are 
inherent dangers, for example, when 

sports officials transport athletes, 
when athletes travel by air, and in the 
movement of spectators to and from 
facilities.

Violence 

Fan violence, and violence involving 
players, or players and officials has 
occurred. What are the responsibili-
ties of the sports manager or event 
organizer when violence erupts?

Harassment 

sport must be conducted in a safe 
environment, with respect for every-
one involved. ethical behaviour, 
particularly by those involved with 
athletes, must be followed.

prudence

How can a sports organization act in 
a prudent manner and acknowledge 
the legal liability for the safety and 
health  of athletes?

•	 take out appropriate insurance 
coverage. the insurance 
company may insist on various 
safeguards as a condition of 
coverage,

•	 ensure that the risks are 
properly assessed, which 
will determine the amount of 
insurance that is appropriate. 
the professional administrator 
should seek the advice of legal 
experts,

•	 management must be proactive 
by undertaking not only risk 
management and ensuring 
proper insurance coverage, 
but also by pre-determining 
procedures for dealing with 
disputes and ensuring self-
regulatory statutes are precise, 
appropriate and transparent,

•	 an awareness of health and 
safety risks must be included 
in the training of administrators, 
teachers, and coaches and, 
of course, of the athletes 
themselves,

•	 constant vigilance must be 
ensured.

keep in mind that as employers 
they are subject to the oH&s laws. 
sporting club directors should remem-
ber oH&s can be used to prosecute 
a person through criminal means.

Property insurance
the preceding insurance plans are 
designed to protect an organization 
and its members against liability claims. 
However, insurance should also be 
taken out that protects the organiza-
tion’s assets. they include:

•	 Fire – a fire insurance policy is 
advisable when the organization 
owns buildings or flammable 
equipment,

•	 Burglary – this covers stolen 
sporting equipment and saleable 
goods,

•	 money – since large sums of 
money are generally covered 
under a burglary, or contents, 
policy, separate coverage is 
often required,

•	 consequential loss – this covers 
a loss of income suffered 
by a commercially operating 
organization as a result of fire 
damage to its premises. it also 
compensates for the increased 
cost of operating following a fire,

•	 Pluvius (rain) – this generally 
relates to the cancellation of 
events as a result of rain,

•	 Fidelity – this relates to the 
risk of members stealing the 
organization’s funds,

•	 motor vehicle – any motor 
vehicle owned and operated 
by the organization will require 
insurance to protect both its 
own value, and the value of 
vehicles owned by other drivers, 
in the case of an accident,

•	 cash-in-transit – all gate receipts 
from events and functions held 
by the organization may need 
to be insured. there are many 
examples of situations where 
funds are collected at an event 
on the weekend and cannot 
be banked until the following 
monday. in such cases, a cash-
in-transit insurance policy can 
provide protection from theft 

or other causes of loss until the 
money reaches the bank.

the insurers’ interest may influence 
the way in which sports are played. 
Probably no one would complain if an 
insurer said that it would not provide 
coverage unless the fire safety of the 
grandstand at the sporting venue was 
upgraded or the goal posts padded, or 
that it would charge a higher premium 
unless those things were done. What 
about an insurer that insisted that 
all skiers wore crash helmets? What 
about an insurer that refused to cover 
a school for liability unless its pupils 
on the sports ground changed from 
rugby to soccer? What if all insurers 
refused coverage for rugby injuries, 
unless the game rules were changed 
to eliminate scrums?

these types of issues will face insur-
ers of sports and sports people in the 
years to come.

c. legal liability for the 
safety and Health of athletes

Tort Law

tort is defined as “a breach of duty 
– other than under contract, lead-
ing to liability for damages”. neglect 
and breach of duty can have severe 
financial consequences for an 
organization.

the sports administrator has to be 
constantly aware of this aspect of 
the law. We owe it to our athletes to 
ensure that they can play their sport 
in a safe and healthy environment. We 
owe it to our federations, our clubs 
and our organizations to ensure that 
they are safe from legal attack arising 
from negligence. legal experts can 
be most helpful here to the adminis-
trator. sport administrators are in the 
business of management – part of 
that business is the management of 
risk.

these legal considerations, therefore, 
place considerable onus on the sports 
movement to behave in a proper and 
prudent manner. Prudence is essen-
tial to ensure the health and safety of 
athletes and this, of course, involves 
the avoidance of risk.
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a. introduction

There is an ever-increasing need for volunteers to assist with 
sport development. put another way, there are opportunities for 
men and women from all walks of life to contribute to sport, 
to the development of young individuals, and to the paralympic 
Movement.

3. Non-Leadership Services

volunteers are always needed in 
non-leadership capacities, such as 
handling registration, helping with 
fundraising, providing transportation, 
or supervising. volunteers who can 
fill these roles do not need special 
qualifications or may not be able to 
commit for a long period of time. 

try to match your volunteers with the 
specific requirements of the work to 
be done. some criteria to consider 
are:

•	 short term vs. long term. does 
the job require a highly qualified 
individual for a short time, i.e., 
a weekend seminar, or is this a 
long-term project, i.e., running a 
year-long league?

•	 intense vs. relaxed. does the job 
require the individual to work at 
a leisurely pace or does it involve 
tough decisions, tight deadlines, 
or constant attention?

•	 responsible vs. non-responsible. 
does the job require an 
individual who will be highly 
accountable or responsible for 
the people or a programme, 
or is the job one with little 
accountability?

no matter how you plan to use vol-
unteers, they should all understand 
and promote the objectives of the 
programme. a leader should thus 
make an effort to communicate the 
programme’s objectives prior to a vol-
unteer making a commitment.

B. Why People volunteer

People volunteer for a variety of rea-
sons, including for:

•	 service to others,

•	 Work experience,

•	 community need,

•	 Family involvement,

•	 social involvement, including 
meeting new people,

•	 material gain,

•	 Prestige.

the leadership in any sports organi-
zation must recognize these motives 
and needs, evaluate them in light of 
programme requirements, and place 
the volunteer where it is most ben-
eficial to both the individual and the 
programme. volunteers need to be 
asked why they want to participate to 
help determine how well their needs 
are being met.

ask volunteers:

•	 Why do you volunteer in sport?

•	 Which of the reasons listed 
above appear to be most 
important for members of your 
association?

•	 What aspects of sport 
organizations might make 
being a volunteer a negative 
experience?

•	 What conditions would you 
like to have in an organization 
to make your volunteer work 
a successful and happy 
experience?

c. Placing volunteers

Before you begin to recruit volun-
teers, you must determine where you 
need help. to do this, it might be help-
ful to classify volunteers into three 
categories:

1. Administrative Leadership

in this area, volunteers may serve 
as executive committee or board 
members, secretaries, treasurers, or 
committee members. the recruited 
volunteers must be capable of han-
dling this type of work and must have 
the time required.

2. Sport Technical Leadership

coaches, officials, medical personnel 
and training specialists must know 
about the activities they are direct-
ing. those people skilled in teaching, 
demonstrating and organizing should 
get priority. volunteers with these 
general qualifications include former 
athletes and experienced coaches, 
and students studying physical edu-
cation or taking other professional 
training courses.

image credit:  lieven coudenys
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involves working with children and 
young adults. take some time to 
ascertain their willingness to accept 
supervision or responsibility.

F. volunteer retention 

if your volunteer programme is to 
function and grow, the following 
steps should be taken:

1. create a clear job description. 
outline the commitment 
expected, including your 
programme objectives, and 
the general philosophy of the 
organization. describe the 
resources presently available 
for the task, and possible 
procedures.

2. Provide your volunteers with 
training in their prospective 
jobs. give them time to learn 
before actually doing the work.

3. encourage people to grow 
in their jobs and to try new 
procedures as long as the 
objectives of the programme 
are being met.

4. give volunteers the 
opportunity to suggest new 
ideas or procedures.

5. give volunteers credit and 
recognition for the work 
they’ve accomplished, and 
if appropriate, some tangible 
form of reward.

6. once a volunteer’s motivation 
is discovered, build on it 
for his/her own betterment 
and the betterment of the 
association.

g. management and 
volunteers

When a nPc or other national sport 
organization employs people to act 
as executive directors, technical 
directors, coaches or the like, there 
can be difficulties in the relation-
ships between these employees 
and volunteers. conflicts can occur 
when responsibilities and who is in 
charge are not clear. disputes can 
occur because of personality con-
flicts or differing opinions on goals 
and strategies. difficulties can arise 
when unpaid volunteers do not feel 
valued. Boards, which may meet 
only a few times a year, may feel the 
full-time employees are running the 
organization their way, rather than 
being subordinate to the board.

the employees, volunteers and 
board and executive committee 
must thus have clearly defined roles 
and powers, and know to whom 
they report. the goals of work-
ing co-operatively for the good of 
sport, supporting and encouraging 
each others’ efforts, and recogniz-
ing the contributions of each are 
paramount to success. the leader-
ship of the organization plays an 
important role in ensuring these 
conditions are met.

d. sources of volunteers

Here are a few ideas of where you 
might begin looking for volunteers:

•	 individuals who have benefited 
from your programme, i.e., 
former athletes, participants, 
coaches,

•	 Physical education professionals, 
teachers and school 
administrators,

•	 students undergoing 
professional training, i.e., 
university physical education 
students,

•	 Parents and relatives of 
programme participants,

•	 current or retired business 
professionals,

•	 Homemakers,

•	 citizens who are interested 
spectators,

•	 military or government 
employees.

e. recruitment: locating, 
contacting

sports associations should establish 
an annual plan, which includes an 
active committee, for the recruitment 
and use of volunteers. recruitment 
of volunteers is a fundamental and 
on-going part of a sport association’s 
programme. the following sugges-
tions may help initiate a recruitment 
programme.

1. conduct a community-wide 
survey of the talent available. 
collect the information and 
develop a card index or 
computer filing system that will 
permit easy identification of 
tasks to be done and volunteers 
who are interested in doing them.

type of work: (identify the task that 
needs to be done)

name:

address:

Phone(s):

availability:

experience: 

contact record: (identify the number 
of times the individual has been con-
tacted to assist and the result).

2. contact private and public 
volunteer bureaus and other 
similar organizations to find 
potential volunteers. 

3. meet and talk to specific groups 
to generate interest.

4. encourage reporters or 
broadcasters to publicize the 
aims and objectives of your 
organization and the volunteer 
opportunities.

5. distribute handbills, posters, 
leaflets, pamphlets and 
other printed matter to let 
people know about volunteer 
opportunities.

6. contact local teachers who can 
identify prospective student 
leaders.

7. observe participants at 
local clinics, workshops, and 
competitions.

once potential volunteers have been 
located, contact them individually 
to discuss the programme’s needs, 
to create interest, and to relay the 
programme’s aims, objectives and 
philosophy. interview the applicants 
to determine their interest and abili-
ties, and to analyze their motives for 
volunteering. check references to 
get an idea of their character and 
dependability, particularly if the role 
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it is important to point out that, as 
a result of the ioc/iPc agreement, 
there are two direct, tangible benefits 
to the nPcs:

1. the elimination of entry fees for 
the Paralympic games,

2. travel grants from ocogs to 
the nPcs for their Paralympic 
games delegations.

B. iPc Worldwide Partners

in consultation with nPcs it was 
agreed that the iPc could target a 
selected number of toP sponsors 
as Worldwide Partners of the iPc and 
Paralympic games (iPc Worldwide 
Partners). the goal is that those 
sponsors will actively support and 
promote the iPc and Paralympic 
games brand on an international 
basis. they would thus act as “brand 
champions” of the iPc, helping the 
Paralympic movement to raise its pro-
file worldwide. the iPc has secured 
visa, samsung and atos origin as iPc 
Worldwide Partners (as of January 
2010, please check the iPc website 
for an updated list). Furthermore, the 
iPc has secured the support of otto 
Bock in the category of wheelchair 
and prosthetic devices (which is not 
part of the ioc toP Programme).

to involve toP sponsors in the 
Paralympic movement the initial goal 
of the iPc is to support the efforts 
of the ocogs, by supporting their 
efforts to sell Paralympic games 
rights to the toP sponsors.

toP sponsors that are partnering 
with the Paralympic games in the 
host territory might be interested 
to promote their involvement on a 
worldwide basis. the iPc therefore 
advises such toP sponsors about 
the benefit of an iPc worldwide part-
nership. such a partnership allows 

a corporation to secure widespread 
recognition, and a reputation as a 
socially responsible corporation by 
associating with the exciting and 
inspirational images and messages of 
the Paralympic movement.

the following benefits can be 
mentioned:

•	 toP sponsors are already 
granted worldwide category 
protection by the iPc and nPcs, 
hence there is no risk of conflict 
with local sponsors,

•	 toP sponsors are perfect 
targets to sponsor the 
Paralympic games, since 
they can consider it a good 
and relatively cost-effective 
complement to their olympic 
investment,

•	 those toP sponsors who also 
sponsor the Paralympic games 
already have made an initial 
commitment and investment in 
the Paralympic movement. the 
iPc Worldwide Partnership allows 
those international companies 
to promote this support on a 
worldwide basis. 

this scenario creates great opportu-
nities for nPcs. once a toP sponsor 
takes the first two steps described 
above, ie, to sponsor the Paralympic 
games and to become a Worldwide 
Partner of the iPc, the next step for 
a toP sponsor can be to select a 
number of key markets and to also 
support the nPcs and their national 
Paralympic teams. even if a toP 
sponsor is not interesting in world-
wide rights, but would like to work 
with the nPc on a national level, the 
nPc can always seek such a part-
nership in return for nPc related 
marketing rights.

a. the ioc/iPc agreement 

in august 2003, after consultation 
with nPcs and other Paralympic 
stakeholders, the iPc signed an 
amendment to their agreement with 
the ioc covering marketing and 
broadcasting-related issues at the 
2008, 2010 and 2012 Paralympic 
games. the agreement was after-
wards extended to include the 2014 
and 2016 games. the main points of 
this agreement are:

•	 the iPc grants all Paralympic 
games related broadcasting and 
ticket sales rights worldwide 
and marketing rights (eg, venue 
advertising, sponsorship and 
licensing) in the host country 
to each respective Paralympic 
games organizing committee 
(ocog). in exchange, each 
ocog pays the iPc a pre-
determined sum,

•	 the iPc and all the nPcs ensure 
full product/service category 
protection to the ioc toP 
sponsors (ie, the Worldwide 
Partners of the olympic games). 
thus, even if a specific toP 
sponsor refuses to sponsor 
either the Paralympic games, 
and/or the iPc and/or an 
nPc, the latter parties cannot 
approach a direct competitor 
for a sponsorship deal related to 
the Paralympic games or to the 
iPc in any way (eg, the national 
Paralympic team, in the case of 
an nPc),

•	 the ioc can include the 
sponsorship of the Paralympic 
games in a toP sponsor 

 contract, upon agreement 
with the ocog and the iPc. 
However, these rights are only 
for the host territory of the 
Paralympic games. in order to 
extend the games sponsorship 
rights, including the use of the 
games marks, beyond the 
host territory, a toP sponsor 
(or for that matter, any other 
games sponsor) must first 
obtain approval from the iPc 
and then from the respective 
nPc in each market. if a 
games sponsor would also like 
to sponsor a specific national 
Paralympic team, they must 
negotiate directly with the 
respective nPc,

•	 the iPc commits that toP 
sponsors will have the first right 
of refusal for sponsorship of 
World championships in all iPc 
sports and other iPc controlled 
events.

a list of the ioc toP sponsors, as 
of January 2009 follows. For an up 
to date list and a detailed description 
of the respective product/service 
category covered by each of the 
sponsors below, please contact the 
iPc marketing department.

1.atos origin,

2.coca-cola,

3.general electric,

4.acer,

5.matsushita (Panasonic),

6.mcdonald’s,

7.samsung,

8.swatch (omega),

9.visa.
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consider the following checklist:

•	 develop a worthwhile cause, 

•	 establish the project leader, 

•	 identify prospective volunteers,

•	 identify committees and 
committee chairpersons, where 
appropriate,

•	 Formulate initial publicity plans, 

•	 determine a financial goal for 
the fundraising project, 

•	 develop a plan to use the funds 
raised, 

•	 determine your financial and 
human resources,

•	 draw up a project budget, 

•	 establish your target market,

•	 decide on what special event 
will be undertaken,

•	 determine the timing of the 
event,

•	 Plan evaluation and wrap-up 
procedures,

•	 develop a plan for acknowledging 
the individuals who helped make 
the event a success, 

•	 Plan a meeting to evaluate the 
fundraising event,

•	 thank the workers with a wrap-
up party.

3. donations

How easy it is to raise funds can 
depend upon the degree of economic 
development in your country, but the 
basic principles of soliciting donations 
are the same for  any country.

a successful Paralympic campaign 
involves more than just raising 
much-needed funds. the campaign 
provides an opportunity for citizens 
to be positively associated with their 
Paralympic team, their nPc and the 
Paralympic movement. therefore, 
miss no opportunity to garner maxi-
mum publicity from the campaign and 
to get everyone  to contribute.

c. How to generate revenue 

one of the most important pro-
grammes for almost every nPc is 
fundraising.  However, few nPcs 
appear to be as successful as they 
would like. often sports leaders do 
not feel they are capable or expe-
rienced enough in soliciting funds. 
sport leaders may be more interest-
ed in spending money on developing 
sport than in regularly raising funds. 
However, generating your own rev-
enue is necessary for development, 
effective planning, and maintaining 
independence.

Fundraising is usually difficult and 
time consuming, and as such, must 
be well conceived and implemented. 
it is an ongoing necessity, and fund-
raising plans should be developed to 
cover each quadrennial. a fundraising 
plan requires consideration of various 
revenue-generating possibilities, and 
several are presented here for your 
review.

1. Government Support 

the relationship between a nPc and 
various government departments 
and agencies is explored in the How 
to generate revenue, i. government 
revenue section of the “sport 
administration manual” (page 261). 
agencies, contact people, and rea-
sons for government interest in sport 
are identified. all this information and 
the answers to the questions below 
should help with a re-evaluation of 
the contribution your government 
makes to sport and to prepare your 
organization for new requests.

take a few minutes to outline the 
following:

a) What financial support or 
services did your government 
provide to your organization 
this year?

b) What additional financial 
support do you feel they should 
provide? (many governments 
provide support for team travel, 

association meetings, general 
administration, coaches and 
officials, development, athlete 
training expenses, training 
camps, competitions, medical 
services).

c) How can your nPc help meet 
the government’s needs?

d) What are the best arguments 
you can make to government 
to justify increased support? 
are there ways to create a 
partnership with government 
rather than ask for a grant?

e) What services or goods could 
government provide in lieu of a 
cash contribution? (i.e., share the 
use of facilities or equipment, 
office space, secretarial 
services, communications 
services?)

f) is the government’s commitment 
to your association determined 
on an annual basis, or is it 
possible to establish support 
over a longer period?

2. Indirect Solicitation of Funds

volunteers can organize a wide vari-
ety of fundraising events, including 
the following:

•	 selling (i.e., household objects),

•	 social events (dances, movies),

•	 dinners, receptions,

•	 Bazaars, auctions, craft sales,

•	 gambling (bingos, lotteries, 
casino nights),

•	 celebrity shows (concerts),

•	 sports events (tennis 
tournament),

•	 Providing services (gardening,  
car washes),

•	 sponsorships (swim-a-thons).

the “right” event must be chosen to 
ensure proper public awareness and 
to encourage participation. image credit:  lieven coudenys
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as approaching industry or charitable 
trusts, coordinating the efforts of vol-
untary organizations, or organizing an 
ambitious fundraising project.

the schedule of gifts
evidence has shown that 50% of the 
funds raised come from 10%-15% 
of the donors in the most successful 
fundraising campaigns. it is, therefore, 
extremely important to identify this 
10%-15% group, whose donations are 
the largest, and to ensure that the 
most effective person approaches 
them.

let us assume that your campaign is 
for 500,000 mythical “crowns”. this 
is how the distribution of donations 
might appear. 

unless a lot of leading gifts are 
obtained, it is unlikely the target will 
be reached. it is tempting to say, 
“look, there are 10 million people in 
this country, we only need five cents 
from everyone”. a campaign based 
on such a premise is doomed to 
failure.

some donations are not from indi-
viduals. For example, the largest 
donation, which could be 10% of the 
total required, might be a govern-
ment grant. Perhaps one $25,000 
gift could come from industry and 
the other from a nationwide lottery. 
campaigns within a service club orga-
nization (i.e., rotary, lions club) and 
the trade unions might each aim to 
raise $15,000. the other two gifts 
of $15,000 might come from chari-
table trusts. an ambitious fundraising 
event may include $10,000 in gifts 
from many people.

the Fundraising campaign
a first step is to recruit the campaign 
leader and a sufficient number of help-
ers. since the Paralympic movement 
is generally perceived very positively 
in most countries, and since there 
is national interest and the pride of 
citizens in their country’s Paralympic 

athletes, it’s possible to attract lead-
ing businessmen and personalities to 
assist with the campaign. 

next, discover “who knows who”. 
this approach is good not only for 
industry, but also for trusts and 
foundations (e.g., the trustees), and 
the key people in social and vol-
untary bodies capable of helping 
the campaign.

ensure that you have an agreed 
statement of need or a detailed 
justification for the money you are 
soliciting. it should answer the main 
questions potential donors are likely 
to ask. it will also form the basis for 
any printed material that may be 
produced.

determine who the largest donors 
might be and try to secure their dona-
tions. approaching these potential 
donors should be done by the chair-
person or other appropriate campaign 
workers to obtain large, trend-setting 
donations. these large donations, 
obtained first, will help to keep the 
level of subsequent donations high.

ideally, the majority of the dona-
tions and at least 50% of the target 
should have been secured before the 
campaign goes public with a formal 
launch.

Promoting the campaign 
Have a well-designed promotional 
plan that targets a broad sector of the 
population. the way you approach 
corporations may be quite differ-
ent from the way you approach the 
general public or to charitable trusts. 
consider publicity through television, 
radio and the written press. notify 
local newspapers, for example, prior 
to the launch of an ambitious fund-
raising event in their region. advance 
publicity can contribute to the cam-
paign’s success, and can encourage 
others to lend their support to the 
“cause”. if there is a media event to 
launch or promote a campaign, try 
to ensure photographs are taken 

the fundraising operation consists 
of three aspects: a) ascertaining the 
areas where the funds can be derived 
(which is called “the constituency”), 
b) recruiting helpers with “asking 
power”, and c) establishing leadership.

a campaign may have several facets. 
For example, approaching commer-
cial companies is straightforward, 
and involves finding out who the com-
panies are and recruiting the most 
suitable person to do the “asking”.

on the other hand, organizing a big 
fundraising event requires leadership 
and many assistants or helpers. it 
can take a lot of time. as well, a raffle 
requires a large number of ticket sell-
ers if it is to raise a lot of money.

the constituency
try to ensure that every prospective 
donor is given the opportunity to con-
tribute. these include:

•	 government and government 
agencies,

•	 industrial companies,

•	 trade unions,

•	 Wealthy individuals,

•	 charitable trusts and 
foundations,

•	 voluntary and social 
organizations (e.g., rotary, 
sports clubs),

•	 interested citizens.

•	 one of the first tasks is to 
compile a list of individuals and 
corporations or agencies who 
are potential donors, and in each 
case identifying the appropriate 
person to approach.

leadership and the recruitment of 
Helpers
the leader is key to a successful 
campaign. the ideal candidate will 
not only have the necessary “asking 
power” to raise funds, but will also 
be able to recruit appropriate help-
ers. often people donate because 
an appropriate individual asked them, 
and this must be considered when 
selecting helpers.

composition of a campaign  
committee
it may be necessary to distinguish 
between those who have been invit-
ed to bring prestige to the campaign 
and those who are expected to work. 
non-workers can become “patrons” 
or “governors”, while workers become 
“committee members” or perhaps 
“members of the campaign council”. 
the latter title has an advantage.

the direction of the campaign is 
best left to the leader and a small 
executive committee. each com-
mittee member is responsible for a 
specific facet of the campaign, such 

no. of donations amount (“crowns”) total (“crowns”)

1 50,000 50,000 )

2 25,000 50,000 ) leading

4 15,000 60,000 ) gifts

6 10,000 60,000 )

10 5,000 50,000 )

20 2,500 50,000 ) other

80 1,000 80,000 ) Principal

60 500 30,000 ) gifts

60 200 12,000 )

other gifts 58,000 500,000 )
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e) if you are announcing money 
already raised, and this includes 
promises, ensure the latter are in 
writing.

f) ensure a suitable expert 
examines your country’s 
tax laws so tax advantages 
for prospective donors are 
identified.

g) the law governing receipt of 
charitable donations varies from 
country to country. make sure 
you receive professional advice 
to ensure your nPc receives 
the maximum benefit from its 
charitable status.

h) always ensure that every 
donation and other assistance 
are acknowledged promptly. 
Keep accurate records of 
donations.

i) Keep good records of all 
contacts, reasons why a 
solicitation was not successful 
with a particular person or 
corporation, and any suggestions 
for future campaigns.

4. Sponsors

Finding and Keeping a sponsor
it may be difficult for small nPcs in 
developing countries, where the pur-
chasing power of the population is low, 
to find sponsors. Finding a sponsor is 
not easy, but once you have them on 
board it is just as important to keep 
them. there have been many suc-
cessful sporting sponsorship deals 
in recent years, so sport must be 
an attractive vehicle for many com-
mercial organizations. corporations 
can often be encouraged to sponsor 
a nPc project in return for some 
value they perceive they will get in 
return. that perceived value might 
be that they are a contributor to your 
Paralympic team. they may con-
tribute to demonstrate community 
support and good corporate citizen-
ship, to generate positive visibility for 
a product or service (and thereby 
increase sales), and/or to generate 

media exposure. these corporations 
do not wish to be anonymous donors. 
they want value for their financial 
involvement. sponsors can provide 
cash, or product (gift-in-kind or giK), 
or a combination of these.

What do We Have to sell?
Before any sponsor is considered, 
an nPc must look carefully at what 
exactly it has to offer a sponsor and 
establish clearly the sponsor ben-
efits. companies are no longer willing 
to donate money for no commercial 
return. the following could be key 
benefits. consider each carefully in 
terms of value to a sponsor and the 
cost to yourself, and then look for 
others:

•	 use of the nPc emblem
 do you have legal protection in 

your territory over your logo? 
Will a sponsor be able to use 
the nPc institutional emblem or 
the commercial emblem if any 
(i.e., one made specifically for 
sponsors?)

•	 official sponsor status
 Will they get the title of official 

sponsor? can they also be an 
official supplier?

•	 limited number
 Will there be a limited number of 

sponsors thereby making it more 
exclusive?

•	 Product category
 Will they have an exclusive 

product category?

•	 Paralympic Promotions
 does any company have the 

right to stage Paralympic 
promotions e.g., win tickets 
to the games, or can this be 
restricted by law to Paralympic 
sponsors?

•	 advertising in Publications
 do you have any publications 

a sponsor can advertise in? 
Will they be able to purchase 
copies? do they get any free of 
charge? can they put their logo 
on the front?

that can be distributed to the media 
with a news report. it is often a good 
idea for the campaign leader to put 
someone in charge of promotion. an 
experienced public relations person 
or a prominent journalist is ideal for 
such a task.

Points to remember for the 
campaign
a) tasks should be delegated 

to ensure those with “asking 
power” can concentrate on large 
potential donors.

b) never ask a helper to approach 
more than a dozen people at one 
time. do not deflect a helper’s 
energies by getting him involved 
in several other facets of the 
campaign.

c) make the fundraising campaign 
last no more than six months. 
the shorter the time frame, 
the easier it is to maintain 
momentum and enthusiasm.

d) Keep helpers motivated by 
sending them regular updates 
and by creating deadlines 
for them to complete their 
assignments. the date of the 
formal campaign launch is an 
ideal deadline for the helpers to 
have solicited their donations 
since you want to launch with 
a large sum already promised. 
this makes what might appear 
a daunting target more credible. 
Helpers and donors will respond 
better if they feel like they are 
connected to a success.

image credit:  getty images
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it will depend on the available budget. 
Whichever route is taken the presen-
tation must be done professionally 
and be well laid out. rehearse it. Write 
a script and test it on companies with 
whom you have dealt with in the past. 
Keep it concise and no more than 30 
minutes long so that the audience 
does not lose interest.

Who do We approach?
Having established the benefits 
and opportunities and created the 
proposal and presentation, the next 
step is to identify key companies 
to approach. as a starting point, 
the nPc may approach the toP 
sponsors for the reasons explained 
in the previous section. However, 
the nPc is also advised to seek 
sponsorship outside those product 
categories. the websites of other 
nPcs and also ocogs may provide 
you with an idea which companies 
and industry sectors might be inter-
ested in Paralympic sponsorships. 
the order of priority for approaching 
toP sponsors could be:

1. toP sponsors who are 
Paralympic games sponsors and 
Worldwide Partners of the iPc;

2. toP sponsors who are 
Paralympic games sponsors 
only;

3. toP sponsors who are neither 
Paralympic games sponsors nor 
iPc Worldwide Partners.

aside from the toP sponsors, con-
sider companies that have values 
similar to those of the Paralympic 
movement, which include determina-
tion, courage, inspiration and equality. 
choose them carefully. Financial insti-
tutions, sport manufacturers, car 
companies, airlines, telecom compa-
nies and other major industries are 
all good targets. get each company’s 
annual report and other background 
information to learn more about them. 
Find out if they have ever sponsored 
sport or other activities before.

Approaching a Company

approaching a company is the most 
difficult task. the best way is through 
a personal introduction, with the aim 
being to meet and make your pre-
sentation directly to the key decision 
makers. if a personal introduction 
is not possible, send a letter with a 
request to make a presentation. it 
must be worded so it is attractive 
and interesting enough to entice the 
recipient to want to hear more. ensure 
it is addressed to the correct person 
and follow up with a phone call.

to approach potential corporations 
for sponsorship, a nPc should:

1. ensure its marks and symbols 
are registered and legally 
protected so it can control their 
use.

2. identify the product i.e., 
nPc emblem, statements 
such as “official sponsor of 
(your) Paralympic team”, or 
programmes i.e., competitions, 
athletes, coaches, special 
events.

3. draw up a complete list of 
products or programmes “for 
sale”. sponsors should know 
exactly what they can purchase.

4. determine the market value 
of each product category or 
programme.

5. assign your rights (i.e., your 
nPc emblem) to only one 
company in a particular product 
category (i.e., airline, bank, 
sport shoe manufacturer, etc.) 
to develop as much exclusivity 
as possible. your nPc emblem 
should not be assigned to 
different companies in the same 
product category. a sponsor 
of your nPc should have no 
concerns its rival, by acquiring 
the same symbol, can mount 
a competitive Paralympic 
promotion.
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•	 television
 can you acquire good 

advertising rates for them on 
television? do you have any of 
your own television programmes 
on which they can get exposure?

•	 Paralympic Footage
 can a sponsor purchase footage 

of Paralympic events in your 
country? is this exclusive in your 
territory or can any company 
purchase it? [note: For any 
images or footage of the 
Paralympic games, the nPc 
must contact the iPc]

•	 Paralympic Photographs
 do you have a photographic 

agency in your country with 
which you can have special 
rates for photographs of 
Paralympic events in your 
country? this can be a benefit.

•	 athletes
 athletes can benefit sponsors 

by appearing at company 
functions, corporate events, 
etc. try to guarantee a certain 
number of appearances per 
annum at no extra cost.

•	 viPs/High-ranking People
 do you have access to viPs and 

high-ranking personalities? Would 
they host a dinner or appear at 
certain events organized by your 
sponsors?

•	 internet
 can you offer links from your 

website, if you have one, to 
theirs?

•	 Paralympic tickets
 Will they be able to purchase 

tickets to the Paralympic games 
or other events of regional or 
national significance? Will you 
provide tickets free of charge?

•	 Hospitality
 can you host them at any 

events in your country? Will 
you run any hospitality at the 
games? Will you invite your 
sponsors?

•	 other activities
 look carefully at all the activities 

you run as a nPc, particularly 
high-profile events. Would any 
of them be an opportunity for a 
sponsor, e.g., Paralympic day?

•	 Premiums/merchandising
 can sponsors produce premium 

products (i.e., products with 
their logo and the nPc logo on 
them) for promotions? can they 
sell them? through a royalty 
payment, you can earn more 
money.

•	 nPc support
 What support can you give 

sponsors? Will someone at 
the nPc be the main link to 
the sponsor? do you have 
a strategy for promoting 
your logo? Will you provide a 
handbook for your sponsors 
e.g., outlining the activities of 
the nPc, the benefits for the 
sponsor and how to access 
them, etc.?

the above should provide some 
ideas for you to develop a package 
of benefits and opportunities. this 
should be included in a written pro-
posal, with each benefit outlined. this 
proposal then usually forms the basis 
of a contractual agreement.

How do We Present?
once the benefits and opportunities 
are defined, it is essential to be pre-
pared to present them. How will you 
present these benefits to a compa-
ny? Will you do it yourself or through 
an agency? an agency will claim a 
commission or a fee. always read the 
small print and never sign away your 
rights.

there are numerous options for the 
presentation: 

•	 Written proposal,

•	 overhead projector 
presentation,

•	 Flip chart presentation,

•	 computer-based, or multimedia, 
presentation.
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6. Package the products or 
programmes to meet the 
perceived needs of the potential 
sponsor (i.e., Why would a 
corporate sponsor be interested 
in this particular project?).

7. Promote and sell the products to 
corporations by emphasizing:

•	 Paralympic sport combines the 
excitement of high performance 
with the public relations benefits 
of corporate social responsibility’

•	 Paralympic sport attracts media 
attention/exposure;

•	 the Paralympic games are 
respected and well known, 
and Paralympic athletes are 
admired for their courage and 
determination;

•	 the Paralympic movement 
supports talented young 
individuals who not only bring 
pride to their country, but who 
are worthy of support in their 
own right.

8. arrange a meeting with a 
prospective client to make a 
presentation.

9. always confirm any sponsorship 
agreement in a legal document. 
your nPc’s legal adviser should 
clear such documents.

10. ensure sponsorship agreements 
guarantee you a specific sum 
of money regardless of the 
success of the company’s 
promotion.

5. How Much?

the price you are seeking for the 
sponsorship will vary greatly from 
country to country, and is much 
dependent on the market value of 
the sponsorship, and even the prod-
uct category. it may be an idea to talk 
to some “friendly” companies and ask 
them as to whether they think the 
sponsorship is pitched at the right 

level. Bear in mind the cost of the 
other sponsorships in your country.

Paralympic sponsorship is very 
different from other sports sponsor-
ship. there is no advertising at the 
Paralympic games or on the national 
Paralympic team kit. it is therefore 
critical to develop and exploit other 
benefits.

remember when looking at a figure 
to consider what the actual cost of 
running each sponsorship is likely to 
be, e.g., purchasing tickets, buying 
flags etc.

The presentation

the next stage is the “sales pitch”.  
the content of a presentation could 
run as follows:

1. an introduction to the nPc, 
which outlines the role of the 
nPc, the work 
it does, etc.

2. an overview of the Paralympic 
games, which describes the 
games, the values, the world 
stage, etc.

3. the Benefits of sponsorship, 
which outlines the benefits and 
opportunities available.

4. How the sponsorship will work 
for the company, which will be 
helped by the research you did 
on the company 
(see below).

5. a summary, which will reinforce 
the key points and outline the 
benefits again. then, lead into 
the investment, which is the 
financial amount required. Focus 
on the partnership and being 
part of a team.

How it Works for the sponsor
this area is critical. it provides spon-
sors with an idea of how they can 
use the sponsorship, the type of 
promotions they can implement, 

image credit:  lieven coudenys
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subject to the iPc constitution 
and Handbook. in particular, the 
nPc access rights rule should 
expressly be pointed out to the 
nPc’s sponsors, suppliers and 
licensees (i.e., that the nPc 
marks may not be used outside 
the territory of the nPc, unless 
the written permission of the 
other nPcs is first obtained).

4. a nPc should ensure that 
its sponsors, suppliers and 
licensees are confined to their 
respective product categories. 
this is done to ensure that 
the sponsors, suppliers and 
licensees do not infringe upon 
the product category exclusivity 
of other sponsors, suppliers 
and licensees of the nPc. 
in particular, a clause should 
be included in the agreement 
expressly stating that the nPc 
marks may only be used in 
relation to the product category 
for which the rights have been 
granted.

5. similarly, a nPc’s sponsors, 
suppliers and licensees should 
be prevented from arranging 
joint promotions with third 
parties who are not sponsors, 
suppliers or licensees of the 
nPc. otherwise, such joint 
promotions may result in 
conflict with other sponsors, 
suppliers and licensees of the 
nPc. For example, no names of 
companies which are not nPc 
sponsors should be mentioned 
on the packaging or advertising 
materials of any of the nPc’s 
sponsors when the nPc marks 
are present.

6. the nPc’s licensees should be 
prevented from allowing third 
parties to use licensed products 
containing the nPc marks as 
premium items (i.e., as free gifts 
or items sold at a subsidized 
price) unless such third parties 
are sponsors or suppliers of 
the nPc. otherwise, nPc 

sponsors and suppliers could be 
ambushed by companies who 
are not sponsors or suppliers of 
the nPc. 

 [see suggested wording 
reproduced below for a clause 
to this effect.]

7. a provision should be put in 
agreements requiring nPc’s 
sponsors, suppliers and 
licensees to submit their use 
of the nPc marks (i.e., on 
packaging, advertising and 
promotional material) for 
approval by the nPc. this is to 
ensure that the nPc’s marks 
are properly reproduced and 
that their use is being confined 
to the product category for 
which the rights have been 
granted. nPcs should not allow 
their sponsors, suppliers and/
or licensees to use the word 
“Paralympic” as an adjective 
to describe any products or 
services.

the suggested, contractual wording 
for the issue addressed in item no. 6 
above is:

“the licensee shall not distribute 
or sell the licensed products as part 
of, or in direct association with, or 
where the licensee knows or ought 
to know that the licensed products 
may become used in association with 
any other goods, items, products or 
services, so that such other goods, 
items, products or services are in any 
manner, directly or indirectly, associ-
ated with the nPc, the Paralympic 
movement or the rights granted 
hereunder, unless the licensee has 
obtained prior written consent from 
the nPc.

the licensee shall insert in its agree-
ments with third parties all provisions 
necessary to ensure the foregoing.” 

in addition, the nPc can benefit 
from the licensing of the Paralympic 
games marks in its territory. although 
the nPc is not authorized to sign a 

the activities they can run, internal 
employee relations, etc. this should 
be looked at carefully along with the 
research on the company.

negotiations 
once a sponsor has expressed an 
interest, the major hurdle is to get 
them to sign a contract with you. this 
can be a long or a simple process. Be 
prepared for both. the contract must 
be legally binding on both sides and 
should be drafted by legal advisors. 
as an organization, do not commit to 
anything you cannot deliver.

Keeping a sponsor
Having signed a sponsor, make sure 
to develop a long-term relationship 
with the company. maintain communi-
cation with the sponsor, provide new 
initiatives and opportunities for them 
to exploit their sponsorship. update 
them regularly on all your activities 
and give them exposure whenever 
you can.

your Brand: the nPc emblem
the nPc emblem is effectively your 
brand. it is crucial to develop this 
brand. create a marketing plan that 
includes where you want your brand 
to be. this will show sponsors you are 
well organized, and that sponsorship 
of your nPc was a good investment.

summary
sponsorship is no longer a donation 
from a generous chairman of a com-
pany. it is now a key element of the 
marketing mix and, therefore, must 
come with some form of commercial 
return. servicing and supporting a 
sponsor is essential. they should 
receive tangible benefits, i.e., it is not 
just another source of money.

6. Suppliers and Licensing 
Agreements 

one of the fastest growing sport 
revenue-generating programmes in 
many parts of the world is the licens-
ing of a personality, product or team. 

licensing involves the owner of cer-
tain properties granting another the 
right to use the property in conjunc-
tion with a product for a limited period. 
there are two usual forms of licensing: 
retail and promotional. retail licensing 
is awarded to companies, which affix 
your nPc emblem or mascot to their 
product and are, in effect, selling 
the emblem. Promotional licensing is 
awarded to a company, which used 
the nPc emblem to enhance one of 
its promotions.

three reasons for developing a licens-
ing programme are:

•	 Profit,

•	 Promotion of your nPc and its 
programmes,

•	 organizational pride.

usually, a nPc will grant a company 
use of the emblem for a specified 
period of time, and for both a minimum 
financial guarantee and a royalty for 
each item sold. the nPc has the right 
to state exactly how the symbol may 
be used. remember a nPc must reg-
ister its emblem to retain ownership 
and exclusive use of it.

the issues listed below should be 
addressed in the sponsorship, sup-
plier and/or licensing agreements 
entered into by the nPc:

1. agreements should not cover 
more than approximately one 
four-year Paralympic cycle (for 
example, from 1 January 2008 
to 31 december 2012).

2. there should be no automatic 
option to renew agreements. an 
nPc may wish to grant a right 
of first negotiation. However, 
the nPc should ensure that 
its contracting parties do not 
have a unilateral right to renew 
the agreement. in particular, 
an nPc must not make any 
commitments during one 
Paralympic cycle that bind it for 
a future cycle.

3. all agreements should be made 
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contract with any licensee involving 
the Paralympic games marks, you 
can negotiate with the Paralympic 
games organizing committee so 
that its contracted licensee can sell 
its product line in your market, with 
a share of the licensing fee going to 
the nPc.

7. Gift-in-Kind (Value-in-Kind)

sometimes it is preferable from a 
donor’s, sponsor’s or licensee’s per-
spective to provide product to a 
nPc, or a combination of product 
and cash. if the nPc has a particular 
need for a product (e.g., team cloth-
ing, airline passes, sporting goods) 
then a specific company (clothing, 
airline, etc.) could be targeted.
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